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ABSTRACT
Performance Analysis and Optimization of 2-D Cardiac Strain Imaging
for Clinical Applications
Ethan Bunting

Heart disease has remained the deadliest disease in the United States for the past 100 years.
Imaging methods are frequently employed in cardiology in order to help clinicians diagnose the
specific type of heart disease and to guide treatment decisions. Ultrasound is the most frequently
used imaging modality in cardiology because it is inexpensive, portable, easy to use, and
extremely safe for patients. Using a variety of imaging processing techniques, deformations
exhibited by the cardiac tissue during contraction can be imaged with ultrasound and used as an
indicator of myocardial health.

This dissertation will demonstrate the clinical implementation of two ultrasound-based strain
estimation techniques developed in the Ultrasound and Elasticity Imaging Laboratory at
Columbia University. Each of the two imaging methods will be tailored for clinical applications
using techniques for optimal strain estimation derived from ultrasound and imaging processing
theory. The motion estimation rate (MER) used for strain estimation is examined in the context
of the theoretical Strain Filter and used to increase the precision of axial strain estimation.
Diverging beam sequences are used to achieve full-view high MER imaging within a single
heartbeat. At approximately 500 Hz, the expected elastographic signal-to-noise ratio (E(SNRe|ε))
of the axial strain becomes single-peaked, indicating an absence of “peak-hopping” errors which
can severely corrupt strain estimation. In order to mediate the tradeoff in spatial resolution

resulting from the use of diverging beams, coherent spatial compounding is used to increase the
accuracy of the lateral strain estimation, resulting in a more physiologic strain profile. A
sequence with 5 coherently compounded diverging waves is used at 500 Hz to improve the radial
SNRe of the strain estimation compared to a single-source diverging sequence at 500 Hz.

The first technique, Myocardial Elastography (ME), is used in conjunction with an intracardiac
echocardiography (ICE) system to image the formation of thermal ablation lesions in vivo using
a canine model (n=6). By comparing the systolic strain before and after the formation of a lesion,
lesion maps are generated which allow for the visualization of the lesion in real-time during the
procedure. A good correlation is found between the lesion maps and the actual lesion volume as
measured using gross pathology (r2=0.86). The transmurality of the lesions are also shown to be
in good agreement with gross pathology. Finally, the feasibility of imaging gaps between
neighboring lesions is established. Lesion size and the presence of gaps have been associated
with the success rate of cardiac ablation procedures, demonstrating the value of ME as a
potentially useful technique for clinicians to help improve patient outcomes following ablation
procedures.

The second technique, Electromechanical Wave Imaging (EWI), is implemented using a
transthoracic echocardiography system in a study of heart failure patients (n=16) and healthy
subjects (n=5). EWI uses the transient inter-frame strains to generate maps of electromechanical
activation, which are then used to distinguish heart failure patients from healthy controls (p<.05).
EWI was also shown to be capable of distinguishing responders from non-responders to cardiac
resynchronization therapy (CRT) on the basis of the activation time of the lateral wall. These

results indicate that EWI could be used as an adjunct tool to monitor patient response to CRT, in
addition to helping guide lead placement prior to device implantation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Heart disease remains the leading cause of death in the United States, accounting for
approximately 1 in 3 deaths each year1. Approximately 38% of all Americans have some form of
heart disease, a number which is expected to continue to increase with life expectancy. Heart
disease also poses a severe economic burden and is projected to cost the U.S. healthcare system
more than $800 million yearly by 20302. Technologies for cardiac imaging are uniquely involved
in both the diagnosis and treatment of heart disease and are highly integrated into current clinical
practice. For instance, a single interventional cardiology procedure such as radiofrequency
ablation

could

simultaneously

require

fluoroscopy,

electroanatomic

(EA)

mapping,

electrocardiogram (ECG), and echocardiography to diagnose and treat an arrhythmia during
surgery. Cardiac imaging technologies are thus expected to play an important role in the future of
healthcare.

Of the major medical imaging modalities, only MRI and ultrasound do not require the use of
potentially harmful ionizing radiation. In terms of financial cost to the patient, ultrasound is by
far the least expensive imaging procedure3. Echocardiography is therefore a highly desirable
imaging modality from a patient perspective. At the same time, the portability and ease-of-use of
ultrasound machines have led to widespread adoption among cardiologists, establishing
ultrasound as the most frequently used imaging modality in clinical cardiology. The main
drawback of ultrasound is the apparent decrease in image quality and spatial resolution compared
1

to computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). However, ultrasound is
still frequently used to quantify the cardiac structure, as ejection fraction and left-ventricular
volume evaluated using echocardiography remain important markers of cardiac disease. As will
be discussed in detail in this dissertation, there is also a great wealth of functional information
captured using ultrasound that cannot be appreciated by visual inspection of the standard B-mode
image.

A major goal of functional cardiac imaging is to identify the presence and location of
abnormalities within the heart. This information can be used to make diagnoses and to guide
future treatment approaches. Functional imaging of the heart is challenging due to the
relationship between the initial electrical activation and subsequent mechanical contraction of the
heart. Cardiac electrical activity is frequently a target for therapeutic approaches and
abnormalities can be measured with a high degree of accuracy using the ECG. However, the
ECG provides only a global depiction of cardiac electrical activity which can be insufficient for
targeted therapies such as radiofrequency ablation and cardiac resynchronization therapy. EA
contact mapping is a more precise imaging technique widely used in interventional cardiology,
but this procedure requires an invasive device, several hours of point-by-point acquisition, and
integration with CT imaging. Cardiac mechanical activity is most often evaluated using
qualitative inspection of the ultrasound B-mode cine-loop, i.e. wall motion scoring. Image
processing techniques such as speckle tracking and tissue Doppler can be used to quantify the
mechanical deformations experienced by the heart during contraction. Although many indices of
mechanical function have been developed using these techniques, the clinical reliability of these
indices is still unclear4,5.

2

In general, clinical utilization of ultrasonic strain imaging techniques has been slowed by
reproducibility concerns4,6. However, there is vast potential for ultrasound imaging technologies
due to the widespread use of echocardiography within cardiology. By establishing a link between
ultrasound theory and clinical practice, ultrasound strain estimation techniques may be developed
at higher precision and accuracy than what is currently available in commercial systems.

1.2.

Specific Aims

The specific aims of this dissertation are as follows:
SPECIFIC AIM 1: Characterize the effects of motion estimation rate and spatial compounding
on two-dimensional cardiac strain imaging in order to design optimal acquisition sequences for
clinical use.
Hypotheses


Increases in MER will lead to an increase in 2-D estimation precision assessed using
SNRe



Spatial compounding will lead to an increase in 2-D estimation accuracy assessed using
the physiologic strain distribution in the healthy heart

SPECIFIC AIM 2: Investigate the utility of Myocardial Elastography (ME) in assessing lesion
formation during RF ablation of cardiac tissue.
Hypotheses


Myocardial Elastography will be able to detect the presence of an ablation lesion by
depicting the associated strain variation in the ablated region
3



Significant variations in strain will correlate with larger lesion volume.

SPECIFIC AIM 3: Investigate the utility of Electromechanical Wave Imaging (EWI) in
imaging heart failure and response to CRT pacing.
Hypotheses


EWI is capable of detecting an increase in ventricular electromechanical activation in
heart failure patients compared to healthy volunteers.



EWI is capable of detecting a reduction in electromechanical activation in heart failure
patients as a result of CRT pacing.



Reduction in electromechanical activation is significantly higher in for responders to
CRT compared to non-responders.

1.3

Overview and Significance

The overall goal of this dissertation is to advance the techniques of Myocardial Elastography
(ME) and Electromechanical Wave Imaging (EWI) out of the laboratory and into the clinical
environment of cardiology. This goal will be achieved in two ways; first, by optimizing the
imaging sequences used for ME and EWI, and second by tailoring the various image processing
elements to fit specific clinical applications. Imaging sequences refer to the characteristics of the
acoustic waves transmitted by the ultrasound probe. The effects of the frame-rate, or temporal
resolution, of the imaging sequence will be investigated. Furthermore, the effects of spatial
compounding on the spatial resolution of imaging sequence will also be investigated. The
4

fundamental tradeoff that exists in ultrasound between temporal resolution and spatial resolution
will be an important theme throughout the sequence optimization process. Although these
optimization methods will serve to increase the quality of the ultrasound data and subsequent
strain estimation, applications of these methods to real clinical problems is an entirely different
pursuit. In this dissertation, the techniques of Myocardial Elastography and Electromechanical
Wave Imaging will be applied specifically to two important clinical conditions: atrial fibrillation
and heart failure. Each of these disease states affects a very large patient population within the
United States and worldwide, allowing the work presented here to have far-reaching implications
across many specialties of medicine.

5

Chapter 2
The Heart
2.1

Anatomy and Function

The heart is a major organ in the human body and is the driving force behind the cardiovascular
system. Cardiac tissue is primarily composed of muscle cells called cardiomyocytes which
undergo periodic shortening-lengthening cycles in order to provide mechanical contractions to
pump blood throughout the body7. The pumping mechanism of the heart serves two key
purposes. First, it allows deoxygenated blood entering the right side of the heart to pass through
the pulmonary system into the lungs where oxygenation occurs. Secondly, it produces a cyclical,
driving pressure gradient that forces the oxygenated blood out of the heart and into the rest of the
body’s organs. All tissues in the body—including the brain, skin, and even the heart itself—rely
on an oxygenated blood supply for metabolic purposes. Failure to receive adequate blood supply
can rapidly lead to loss of function and possibly necrosis of the tissue.

The cardiac structure is composed of four chambers, each of which serves a particular function in
the overall pumping mechanism (Figure 2-1). The two chambers located on the top of the heart
are referred to as the atria, while the bottom two chambers are called the ventricles. The atria are
responsible for receiving blood into the heart from the circulatory system and pumping this blood
down into the ventricles. The ventricles are then responsible for the subsequent ejection of this
blood out of the heart. Flows between the atria and ventricle are controlled by two
atrioventricular valves, which open and close and regular intervals during normal cardiac

6

Figure 2-1: Anatomical depiction of the heart showing the Purkinje system (blue) and its
subsequent branching in the ventricles. RA = Right Atrium, LA = Left Atrium, RV = Right
Ventricle, LV =Left Ventricle
function. Similarly, two semilunar valves also exist between the ventricles and the circulatory
system. Due to the short distance and low resistance between the atria and ventricles, the atrial
walls are relatively thin compared to the ventricular walls, which need to pump blood using a
much greater force to overcome the high resistance of the long, cylindrical vessels of the
circulatory system.

In addition to a top-bottom (atrial-ventricular) organization, the heart can also be classified on a
right-left basis. The right side of the heart receives deoxygenated blood from the venous portion
of the systemic circulation, while the left side of the heart handles the oxygenated blood received

7

from the pulmonary circulation. Deoxygenated blood enters the heart via the right atrium (RA)
and is passed to the right ventricle (RV) through the tricuspid valve. The RV then pumps the
blood through the pulmonary valve into the pulmonary circulation, where it participates in
oxygen exchange at the capillary-alveolus interface in the lungs. The newly oxygenated blood
then enters into the left atrium (LA) and is pumped through the mitral valve into the left ventricle
(LV). Finally, LV contraction forces the blood out through the aortic valve into the aorta, the
first major vessel of the arterial system. Since the LV is the final chamber in the pipeline to push
blood into the circulation, it possesses the thickest and strongest walls and is often considered to
be the most clinically-important chamber. The inner walls of all chambers of the heart are
referred to as the endocardium, while the outer walls are referred to as the epicardium.

The cyclical pumping mechanism of the heart can be divided into two distinct phases in time,
systole and diastole. Systole refers to the active ventricular contraction of the cardiac that
squeezes blood into the circulation. Systole begins with the closing of the atrioventricular valves,
forming a closed system in each of the two ventricles (the semilunar valves are also closed at this
point). Isovolumetric contraction of the ventricular tissue then occurs, causing a rapid increase in
ventricular cavity pressure. The increased cavity pressure with respect to the circulation provides
the pressure gradient responsible for blood flow out of the ventricles. Isovolumetric contraction
occurs for less than 100 ms until the semilunar valves are opened and blood is forced into the
circulation. The end of systole occurs with the closing of the semilunar valves after a certain
fraction of blood has been expelled from the ventricles. The diastolic phase then follows, which
immediately begins with the opening of the atrioventricular valves to allow blood to pass from
the atria into the ventricles. During diastole, ventricular filling is achieved both by the suction
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created by ventricular relaxation and by active contraction of the atrial tissue. Systole and
diastole are typically defined with respect to ventricular mechanics, which is why systole is often
thought of as the “active contraction” phase and diastole is thought of as the “passive filling”
phase. However, it is important to note that instances of contraction and relaxation occur at
alternating times in the atria compared to the ventricles. The time course of the various cardiac
pressures and volumes is displayed in Figure 2-2 in a multifaceted plot known as a Wiggers
diagram8.

Figure 2-2: Wiggers diagram depicting the pressure and volume of the atria
and ventricles in two cardiac cycles. Figure licensed under the Creative
Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.5 Generic license.
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2.2

Excitation-Contraction Coupling

The previous section introduced the concept of the heart as a pump that induces a pressure
gradient to drive the flow of blood throughout the circulation. In this section, the origin of the
cardiac pumping action is examined at a much smaller, cellular level. Like other muscle cells in
the human body, cardiomyocytes must be activated by an external electrical signal called an
action potential in order to contract. The cardiac action potential refers to a change in
cardiomyocyte membrane voltage that causes the cell to contract. The electrical depolarization
produced by the action potential leads directly to mechanical changes within the cell that cause
contraction7.

2.2.1

Electrical Activation

Initiation of the cardiac action potential is performed by specialized cardiomyocytes called
pacemaker cells. A cluster of these pacemaker cells is located in the right atrium and referred to
as the sinoatrial (SA) node. Pacemaker cells possess the unique property of being able to
spontaneously generate a cardiac action potential without requiring innervation from the nervous
system. The major mechanism for propagation of the cardiac action potential throughout the
heart is the specialized cardiac conduction system known as the Purkinje network9 (Figure 2-1).
The Purkinje network contains specialized conducting cells that allow for rapid propagation of
the cardiac action potential. The main pathway of the Purkinje network begins in the SA node
and travels to the atrioventricular junction at the Bundle of His, which slows conduction for a
brief moment. Exiting the Bundle of His into the ventricles, the Purkinje network then separates
into the right and left bundle branches, which serve to innervate the right and left ventricles,
respectively. There are many smaller Purkinje fibers branching off of the main network, which
10

allows for activation of the entire myocardium. Action potential propagation is also possible
outside the Purkinje system via cellular gap junctions10.

Figure 2-3: (A) Typical waveform of the cardiac action potential. (B) The summation of the each
individual cardiac action potential is measured by surface electrodes to form the
electrocardiogram (ECG).
Changes in the membrane voltage of cardiomyocytes form the action potential (AP) waveform
shown in Figure 2-3a. The cardiac AP is composed of five phases, each of which is defined by
the opening and closing of sodium, potassium, and calcium channels located within the cell
membrane11:
Phase 0: rapid membrane depolarization caused by opening of fast sodium channels
Phase 1: initial repolarization caused by closing of fast sodium channels
Phase 2: plateau phase sustained by calcium channels and potassium channels
Phase 3: rapid repolarization caused by closing of calcium channels
Phase 4: resting membrane potential dominated by potassium channels
11

Compared to APs in skeletal muscle, the cardiac AP lasts for a much longer duration (~200 ms).
The absolute refractory period for the cardiac action potential, which lasts from phase 0 to phase
3, is thus relatively long, forming the basis for many types of arrhythmia12,13. Indeed, the
mechanisms of many common anti-arrhythmic drugs are related to the conduction and
propagation of the cardiac AP14.

The electrocardiogram (ECG) provides a high-level picture of cardiac electrical activity by
recording the global summation of the individual cardiac APs using body surface electrodes
(Figure 2-3b)15.

Figure 2-4: Typical ECG tracing of a healthy human adult. P wave indicates atrial
depolarization, QRS complex indicates ventricular depolarization and atrial repolarization,
and T wave indicates ventricular repolarization.
The ECG is an extremely important tool in cardiology and emergency medicine and more than
100 arrhythmias have been categorized based on their appearance on the ECG16. The normal
waveform of the ECG for a full cardiac cycle is displayed in Figure 2-4. Each deflection of the
signal corresponds to particular activation sequence within the heart and is labeled using a letter.
The first deflection is referred to as the P wave and represents the depolarization of the atria. The
12

high amplitude signal defined by the Q, R, and S waves is collectively referred to as the QRS
complex and corresponds to depolarization of the ventricles in addition to the repolarization of
the atria. Finally, the T wave corresponds to the repolarization of the ventricles.

2.2.2

Mechanical Activation

Mechanical contraction of the cardiomyocytes begins when the cardiac action potential causes a
potential increase from the resting membrane potential (-90 mV) above the threshold value of
approximately -40 mV. Intracellular proteins (myosin and actin) interact to pull the longitudinal
ends of the cardiomyocyte towards each other, serving to both “shorten” and “thicken” the
individual cells. Because each cardiomyocyte contracts in a similar fashion, the alignment of
cardiac cells is an important determinant of mechanical contraction. In the LV, cardiomyocytes
are generally aligned depending on their location within the myocardial wall17.

The shape of the LV is often modeled as half of a prolate spheroid with a polar coordinate
system (Figure 2-5). In the cardiac polar coordinate system, the radial and circumferential
directions are defined relative to the center of a circular slice through the LV cavity, while the
longitudinal direction refers to the long axis of the heart from apex to base. Cardiomyocytes are
generally aligned in the longitudinal direction near the epicardium and undergo a gradual
rotation towards circumferentially-aligned fibers at the endocardium17. As a result, the global
contraction of the LV manifests as shortening in the longitudinal and circumferential directions
and lengthening in the radial direction.
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Figure 2-5: The LV geometry is often modeled as a prolate ellipsoid and referred to in a
polar coordinate system with radial, circumferential, and longitudinal directions. Arrows
indicate the general direction of contraction.
The volume of the LV cavity at peak contraction is referred to as the LV end-systolic volume
(LVESV). This volume is decreased compared to resting volume of the LV, which is defined as
the LV end-diastolic volume (LVEDV), as a result of ventricular contraction. The magnitude of
this reduction in volume is referred to as the LV ejection fraction (LVEF) and is an important
marker of cardiac health. In the clinic, echocardiography is frequently used to measure the LV
dimensions in order to estimate LVEDV, LVESV, and LVEF18. In a healthy human adult, LVEF
is approximately 60%19.

2.2.3

Electromechanical Activation

The interaction between the electrical and mechanical aspects of the heart is critical to its
functionality. Electrical activation of the cardiomyocytes always occurs before mechanical
activation, with the intervening time interval being known as the electromechanical delay. The
electromechanical delay has been estimated at 20-50 ms20,21.
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Figure 2-6: Electromechanical activation of the heart. Cardiac cells are first electrically
activated by the action potential before experiencing mechanical activation by cell
shortening. The delay between electrical and mechanical activation is the
electromechanical delay.

2.3
2.3.1

Heart Disease
Overview

Heart disease is a very general term that refers to a wide variety of conditions that can disrupt the
normal function of the heart. Diseases of the heart represent a significant health burden and are
the number one cause of death in the United States. Furthermore, heart disease is major precursor
to stroke, the fifth leading cause of death in the United States. The origin and progression of
heart disease is different in each patient and results from a combination of factors, including age,
diet, exercise, genetics, substance abuse, and environment. In their 2016 annual report, the
American Heart Association (AHA) identified family history, high blood cholesterol, high blood
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pressure, and diabetes as the most important risk factors in heart disease. Significant
classifications of heart disease mentioned in this report include both atrial fibrillation and heart
failure1.

2.3.2

Atrial Fibrillation

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is defined by chaotic electrical activation of the atria, which prevents
efficient contraction and can lead to impaired cardiac function22,23. The direct symptoms of AF
are generally mild and include chest palpitations and presyncope (lightheadedness). More
importantly, AF is linked to the formation of thromboembolisms (blood clots) which can travel
to the brain and cause stroke. Patients with AF are five times more likely to experience a stroke
and are at increased risk for all-cause mortaliy23,24. Each year, more than 400,000 people in the
United States are hospitalized as a result of AF, making it the most common arrhythmia which
requires treatment23,25.

Initial treatment for AF is usually confined to antiarrhythmic drugs such as amiodarone;
however, these are ineffective in approximately half of all patients26. As a result, a procedure
known as radiofrequency (RF) ablation is often used to surgically correct the arrhythmia. RF
ablation involves placing a catheter within the heart to generate thermal lesions in regions of the
myocardium thought to contribute to the chaotic activation. Most often, thermal lesions are
generated around the pulmonary veins in the left atrium in a technique known as pulmonary vein
isolation. Electroanatomic mapping systems are often used to identify targets for ablation27;
however, this process involves point-by-point contact mapping using a separate catheter which
can add hours to the procedure. Success rates for ablation procedures have been reported in the
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range of 53-57% for a single procedure and 71-80% after multiple procedures26,28. The size,
spacing, and depth of the lesions in the tissue has been shown to be critical to the success of an
ablation procedure and preventing AF recurrence29–32. Conventionally, lesion size has been
controlled using temperature, amplitude and duration of the RF energy provided by the ablation
system33,34. Contact force of the ablation catheter has also recently been proposed as a method to
control lesion size35,36. However, these methods rely on indirect feedback from the catheter
system instead of direct assessment of the lesion size. There is currently no method in the clinic
able to directly image the lesion formation in real time.

2.3.3

Heart Failure

Systolic heart failure (HF) refers to a state of impaired ventricular ejection of blood. As a result,
heart failure is often accompanied by a reduced ejection fraction (<40%) and may result in
fatigue, pulmonary edema, and eventually sudden cardiac death. There are a vast amount of
potential causes for HF, including obesity, hypertension, infarction, and LV hypertrophy. A
common indication of HF is a conduction abnormality known as left bundle branch block
(LBBB) which is currently diagnosed using the ECG. LBBB involves a partial or complete block
of the left bundle branch of the Purkinje network which innervates the LV. As a result, activation
of the LV is delayed, resulting in a dyssynchrony between the right- and left-sided contractions
of the heart. Diagnosis of systolic HF is normally performed using the ECG in addition to
conventional ultrasound. Heart failure, and particularly LBBB, manifest as a prolongation of the
QRS complex on the ECG, while a reduction in ejection fraction can be observed using a
standard echocardiogram.
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The most commonly-used classification system for HF is the New York Heart Association
(NYHA) classification system37. The NYHA divides HF into four classifications based on the
symptomatic presentation of patients. Stage I HF is often simply treated with exercise and diet
recommendations. These recommendations continue into Stage II and can be accompanied by
some pharmacological therapy. Stage III and IV HF are accompanied by severe symptoms that
often cannot be managed with lifestyle changes and drugs alone. In these patients, cardiac
resynchronization therapy (CRT) may be recommended to limit the progression of the disease to
avoid the end-stage treatment of cardiac transplant. In fact, CRT is the only currentlyrecommended treatment that is able to actually reverse the progression of HF and lead to
improvements in symptoms37. CRT requires the use of an implanted biventricular pacemaker
having leads located in both ventricles in addition to the standard atrial lead. Using simultaneous
pacing of the RV and LV, CRT hopes to resynchronize the ventricles contractions of the heart.
Although CRT has been shown to lead to extensive benefits in patients38,39, approximately 3050% of CRT patients receive no benefit and are considered non-responders4,40. This high rate of
non-response is especially concerning considering the invasive nature and high cost of CRT.

There are various estimates for the true non-response rate to CRT, although most of the literature
places this number at approximately 30-50%4,40. This rate of non-response is particularly
troublesome due to the high cost and invasiveness of the treatment, and in light of expanded
indications to a larger group of HF patients40,41. Electrical measures of dyssynchrony obtained
using the ECG are now used to select patients for CRT, but their relationship to CRT response
may be limited. QRS duration (QRSd) provides only a general prediction of CRT response and
clinical trials have shown poor correlation between QRSd and outcome42. Mechanical
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dyssynchrony parameters have shown promise in determining response in small observational
studies, although large, multi-center trials have failed to validate the predictive power of these
approaches. The largest prospective trial (PROSPECT) showed poor predictive value of several
echocardiographic parameters derived using tissue Doppler4. Speckle-tracking echocardiography
has been used to quantify dyssynchrony associated with response to CRT43, although recent
studies using speckle tracking dyssynchrony measures to predict response to CRT have shown
mixed results44,45.

Recent advancements in CRT device technology have motivated the investigation of new pacing
strategies for CRT. Leads with multiple implanted electrodes allow for the selection of different
pacing locations and for multi-point pacing. Several studies have reported the utility of targeted
LV lead placement, using the site of latest electrical activation46–48 or a region that is remote
from scar49. Other studies have shown that the offset between LV and RV pacing can be
optimized for the individual patient to improve hemodynamics and functional characteristics of
the LV50,51. Multi-point pacing of the LV may also be useful over the long-term to improve the
rate of response to CRT52.
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Chapter 3
Cardiac Imaging Modalities
Because all body tissues require oxygenated blood to survive, the maintenance of cardiac
function is critical to ensure patient quality of life and longevity. As such, evaluation of cardiac
function is routinely performed by medical professionals in patients with both acute and chronic
conditions. Since the heart functions as an electromechanical pump—using electrical activation
to induce mechanical contraction—traditional methods to assess cardiac behavior are mainly
targeted at either the electrical or the mechanical side. In this chapter, we will discuss the most
commonly-used diagnostic equipment in the clinic for both mechanical and electrical behavior.
In addition, we will present two novel ultrasound-based technologies, Myocardial Elastography
(ME) and Electromechanical Wave Imaging (EWI), which carry great potential for future use in
cardiology as adjunct tools to assess the mechanical and electrical behaviors of the heart
respectively.

3.1

Mechanical Evaluation of the Heart

The mechanical function of the heart is closely related to the ability to pump blood to the rest of
the body. One of the most common symptoms of heart disease is fatigue, which is in many cases
related to the fact that the heart cannot provide enough blood to sufficiently oxygenate vital body
tissues53. Thus, the mechanical functionality of the heart is of great interest to clinicians and
patients.
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Ultrasound applied to the heart is referred to as echocardiography and is used frequently in the
clinic due to its ease of use, low cost, and portability. Echocardiography provides clinicians with
a convenient tool to image both the structure and function of the cardiac tissue in real time,
allowing for visual evaluation of important features such as chamber size, motion abnormalities,
and valvular disorders. For more quantitative analysis, most commercial ultrasound systems
provide specialized software to easily compute the dimensions of various structures within the
image. In this way, various quantitative measurements such as LVEF can be standardized and
tracked over time54. Doppler flow techniques are also frequently used in the clinic to image
blood flow within the chambers of heart, particularly for screening of valve-related disorders55.

Cardiac strain and strain rate imaging techniques have been developed using ultrasound for
various clinical applications56–58, although integration of these techniques into routine clinical
practice has been slow due to reproducibility concerns4,6. In the heart, strain and strain rate
measurements are often preferred to displacement and velocity measurements in order to reduce
the influence of rigid motion artifacts caused by natural physiologic processes such as
breathing58. These techniques are able to image deformation experienced by the myocardium by
tracking characteristics of the ultrasound speckle pattern throughout the cardiac cycle. Timedomain techniques such as normalized cross-correlation and optical flow can be applied to the
ultrasound data to estimate the deformation of structures within the image over time59. Further
details of the normalized cross-correlation algorithm will be explored in Chapter 4. Tissue
deformation can also be imaged using frequency-domain processing such as in tissue Doppler60;
however, these techniques can be limited by angle dependency issues61.
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Other developing ultrasound-based methods for cardiac mechanical evaluation include acoustic
radiation force impulse (ARFI) imaging62 and shear wave elastography (SWE)63. These
techniques use an acoustic beam to “push” the tissue and measure the resulting deformations.
Since the acoustic force of the push beam is known, these techniques allow for direct
computation of the elastic modulus of various regions of the myocardium. However, the use of
acoustic push beams introduces other challenges such as limitations in penetration depth and
more complex safety considerations.

Other imaging modalities are used far less frequently in clinical cardiology. Nuclear imaging
techniques including positron emission tomography (PET) and single-photon emission computed
tomography (SPECT) are becoming increasingly used in the clinic for perfusion imaging to
detect and localize myocardial ischemia in patients with coronary artery disease (CAD)64,65.
Similarly, cardiac computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have
been used with contrast angiography to identify occlusions located within the coronary
vessels66,67. In recent years, hybrid technologies combining nuclear imaging with CT or MRI
have been developed in order to overlay perfusion information with high-resolution images of
tissue structure68,69. However, many of these techniques are expensive and/or involve the
exposure of patients to ionizing radiation. In light of this, joint guidelines established by the
AHA and the American College of Cardiology Fellows (ACCF) have noted that these imaging
technologies are not recommended for repeat testing or general screening70,71. Thus, longitudinal
evaluation of patients using these imaging technologies may not be feasible. Other drawbacks of
nuclear, CT, and MRI technologies include limited temporal resolutions64,72, long procedure
times, and use of injected tracers/contrast agents.
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3.2
3.2.1

Myocardial Elastography
Introduction

Myocardial Elastography is an ultrasound-based strain estimation technique developed for
cardiac applications73. The concept of strain is highly relevant to the function of the heart since
muscle contraction, i.e. shortening, by definition involves a change in strain. Therefore, strain
that occurs within the cardiac tissue is likely to be linked to its structure and function. A large
number of studies have been published on the applications of strain estimation in cardiology,
which include ischemia/infarct localization, dyssynchrony assessment, and quantification of LV
torsion56,58,74,75.

The idea behind ME was developed as an extension of the quasi-static elastography technique
developed for, among others, applications in breast lesion imaging76. In the breast, an area of
reduced strain following compression may be indicative of cyst or tumor formation. In the heart
however, an area of reduced strain during contraction may indicate a region of decreased
contractility due to ischemia or as a result of radiofrequency ablation. The identification and
localization of abnormalities in myocardial contractility is of high clinical interest for several
medical specialties, including cardiology, emergency medicine, and surgery. ME has previously
been validated in simulations77,78, animals models79, and in human subjects80,81. Recent studies
have been more clinically-oriented and have demonstrated the ability of ME for detecting
ischemia following coronary artery occlusion82 and for lesion monitoring during RF ablation
procedures83,84.
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3.2.2

Methods

In this dissertation, two different ultrasound hardware systems are used to implement the ME
technique. Both hardware systems are able to obtain the raw signals received by each element of
their respective transducers, so the data output of each system is effectively equivalent from a
post-processing standpoint. The Verasonics Vantage (Redmond, Washington) system is designed
for use with a 2.5 MHz phased-array transthoracic probe, while the St. Jude Medical ViewMate
Z (St. Paul, Minnesota) is designed for use with a 6.0 MHz phased-array intracardiac
echocardiography (ICE) probe. A general overview of the methods involved in ME is displayed
in Figure 3-1. Subjects are scanned using a phased-array probe attached to either acquisition
system. A custom, high frame-rate diverging beam sequence (DBS) is programmed into the
system and used to obtain element RF data for 2 seconds, which is a sufficient amount of time to
capture the entirety of a single cardiac cycle (Figure 3-1a). The DBS refers to a transmission that
is capable of imaging the entire field of view at a high frame-rate using a single transmit and is
discussed further in Chapter 4. The ultrasound system also triggers an external module to acquire
ECG data in parallel with the ultrasound data. Following the DBS acquisition, a standard
acquisition is performed at 30 Hz using focused beams. This sequence provides a high resolution
image of the heart and is used for segmentation and display purposes only. Strain estimation is
performed entirely using the data collected from the high frame-rate DBS.

Each of the two systems enables the capture of “element” RF data; that is, the raw RF signals
received by each individual element within the transducer. In order to generate readable images
from the element data, beamforming techniques must be used along with a priori knowledge of
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Figure 3-1: Brief overview of the methods for Myocardial Elastography. (A) A diverging
beam sequence to capture element data at high frame-rates. (B) Delay-and-sum
beamforming to create RF image frames. (C) 1-D or 2-D displacement estimation by
normalized cross-correlation. (D) Inter-frame motion tracked and accumulated over
systole. (E) Least-squares algorithm to convert cumulative displacements to cumulative
strains.
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the acquisition sequence (Figure 3-1b). A standard beamforming strategy is the delay-and-sum
algorithm which is one of the more computationally-efficient methods85. The delay-and-sum
algorithm computes the amount of time it would take for the acoustic wave to reflect back to
each transducer element from each point within the image. The contributions from all transducer
elements are summed together at each point in space to generate intensity values throughout the
image.

1-D or 2-D displacements are estimated between consecutive RF frames using normalized crosscorrelation algorithms (Figure 3-1c)86,87. For the 1-D estimation, axial displacements are
estimated within each line using a 1-D kernel with a high degree of overlap of (>80%) between
consecutive estimation windows, allowing for highly-sampled strain estimations in the both
directions. The size of the correlation kernel may vary based on the application. In general, a
larger window size leads to a smoother distribution of displacement estimation throughout the
image. However, a correlation kernel that is too large will be affected by border artifacts and
may not produce the displacement gradient necessary for the strain computation. A good starting
point for selecting the correlation kernel is a 10-wavelength window size, which has been shown
to offer a good tradeoff between resolution and noise suppression for strain estimation using
cross-correlation88. For 2-D estimation, the 1-D correlation kernel is used within a 2-D search
window. In order to compensate for the limited RF resolution in the lateral direction, linear
interpolation is used to upsample the RF data in the lateral direction87. In both the 1-D and 2-D
estimations, cosine interpolation is used to increase the available resolution of the displacement
estimation by allowing for the estimation of sub-sample displacements89.
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The initial displacements estimated by 1-D or 2-D cross-correlation refer the motion between
two frames only and are termed inter-frame displacements. In Myocardial Elastography, interframe displacements must be accumulated throughout systole in order to capture a mechanical
characterization of the entirety of systole. As such, the estimated inter-frame displacements are
tracked through time and accumulated over the systolic phase (Figure 3-1d). To reduce
processing time, the ECG is used to truncate the displacement data to a time window consisting
only of systole. The systolic phase of the heart begins with end-diastole, identified by the peak of
the R-wave in the ECG, and ends with end-systole, identified by the peak of the T wave in the
ECG.

After the displacements have been tracked and accumulated over systole, a least-squares strain
estimator is used to compute the strain throughout every systolic frame, resulting in an image
stack containing cumulative systolic strains (Figure 3-1e). The magnitude and distribution of the
strains occurring at end-systole are then analyzed in the context of the clinical problem of
interest.

3.3

Electrical Evaluation of the Heart

The electrocardiogram (ECG) is one of the most important tools available to a physician due to
its ease-of-use and familiarity throughout clinical practice. The 12-lead ECG uses 12 surface
electrodes to capture the global summation of all action potentials produced by cardiac cells at
high temporal resolution. Since the ECG has a long history of use in clinical practice, it is
currently the most commonly-used diagnostic procedure for cardiovascular conditions and is
capable of diagnosing more than 100 different cardiac pathologies15,16. Although the ECG is
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Figure 3-2: Typical ECG tracings for (A) normal sinus rhythm, (B) atrial fibrillation, and (C)
left bundle branch block.
fundamentally designed to detect electrical abnormalities such as atrial fibrillation and left
bundle branch block, it can also be used to suggest certain mechanical abnormalities such as
ischemia and left ventricular hypertrophy (Figure 3-2).

Despite its prevalent use in the clinic, the ECG does have its shortcomings. Most notably, since
the ECG ultimately measures a global electrical signal, the spatial resolution of the ECG is fairly
poor. Although signals obtained by different leads can be generally correlated with different
regions of the heart16, the ECG remains unable to provide a comprehensive spatial mapping of
cardiac electrical activity. Localization of cardiac electrical activity may assist in diagnosis and
treatment planning. Currently, clinicians must resort to EA mapping techniques in order to image
the cardiac electrical activity27. These methods involve a catheter placed inside the heart to
record the electrical signals at various points in the myocardium, allowing for the generation of
the spatial map of electrical conduction. Contact mapping using various commercial systems is
routinely done during clinical interventions, although this process requires the use of
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fluoroscopic imaging and is fairly inconvenient, since point-by-point mapping of the heart can
take up to several hours to complete. Non-contact mapping methods have also been developed90,
but their use in the clinic is yet to be established.

3.4
3.4.1

Electromechanical Wave Imaging
Introduction

Electromechanical Wave Imaging (EWI) was conceived after the initial development of ME with
the goal of imaging cardiac arrhythmia. Although the same basic methods of ultrasonic strain
estimation apply to both EWI and ME, the clinical nature of each application leads to slightly
different acquisition and processing methods. First, it is important to understand that EWI
attempts to map the cardiac electromechanical function—the transient deformations that occur in
response to electrical activation—as opposed to the mechanical function studied by ME.
Electromechanical activation, which is discussed in detail in Chapter 2.3.3, is closely linked to
electrical activation91, providing a useful platform to study cardiac arrhythmia. Ultimately, the
EWI technique is able to produce an electromechanical activation map, which depicts the timings
of electromechanical activation throughout the cardiac tissue. EWI electromechanical activation
maps have recently demonstrated high correlation with electrical activation measured with EA
mapping in all four chambers of the heart92,93. Thus, EWI carries immense clinical potential due
to its ability to map arrhythmia using a non-invasive, non-ionizing, and real-time imaging
technology. Current clinical techniques to assess arrhythmia either do not provide spatial
mapping (ECG) or require time-consuming procedures (EA mapping).
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In addition to validation by EA mapping, EWI has also been validated using a 3-D
electromechanical model94 and implanted electrodes95. Applications of EWI have extended to
both the atria and ventricles of the heart. In the ventricles, EWI has previously demonstrated
feasibility in mapping pacing origins94–97, regions of ischemia98, and left bundle branch block97.
In the atria, EWI has shown feasibility in detecting atrial fibrillation cycle length99 and in
differentiating between three common atrial arrhythmias (fibrillation, flutter, and focal
tachycardia)100.

The major difference between EWI and ME is the use of inter-frame strains in EWI compared to
the use of cumulative strains in ME. While changes in cardiac contractility are often revealed
over the entire length of systole, electromechanical activation may occur very rapidly, within the
first 50 ms of systole. Thus, high frame-rate imaging is even more critical for EWI compared to
ME. The effects of high frame-rate imaging on strain estimation are discussed further in Chapter
4. The other major difference between EWI and ME is the use of 1-D strain estimation for EWI
compared to 2-D estimation used by ME. Since EWI is more concerned with the timing of
activation rather than the strain magnitude, axial strain estimation alone is thought to provide
sufficient information to capture this phenomenon. The angle independence of 1-D EWI has
been confirmed previously, with similar activation maps being generated regardless of the
imaging orientation101. 1-D axial strain estimation lends itself well to the use of the apical
imaging views, which allow visualization of all four chambers. In apical views, the walls of the
heart are approximately aligned with the axial direction of the image, allowing for a consistent
and simultaneous calculation of longitudinal strain in all four chambers of the heart.
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3.4.2

Methods

Figure 3-3: Brief overview of the methods for Electromechanical Wave Imaging. (A) A
diverging beam sequence to capture element data at high frame-rates. (B) 1-D inter-frame
displacement estimation using normalized cross-correlation. (C) Inter-frame strain
estimation using a least squares strain estimator. (D) Selection of the temporal zerocrossings corresponding to electromechanical activation. (E) Mapping the timings of zerocrossings to the cardiac tissue.
Figure 3-3 describes the basic workflow for the EWI acquisition and processing. A 2.5 MHz
phased-array probe attached to a Verasonics system is used to transmit a DBS at 2000 Hz in the
apical view of the heart (Figure 3-3a). Similar to ME, the DBS is followed by a conventional
focused acquisition for 2 seconds at 30 Hz to be used for display and segmentation purposes
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only. The positioning of the apical view requires approximately 16-20 cm of imaging depth to be
able to visualize both the atria and ventricles in a single image. Element RF data is collected by
each of the 64 channels of the probe and beamformed offline using a standard delay-and-sum
algorithm. The beamformed RF data for EWI consists of 64 lines at an axial sampling rate of 20
MHz. 1-D axial displacements are estimated using the normalized cross-correlation function
described in the previous section (window size = 5.85 mm, window overlap = 90%) (Figure 33b). Axial inter-frame strains are then estimated using a least-squares strain estimator.
Segmentation of the cardiac tissue is performed using a B-mode image at end-diastole obtained
from the conventional sequence (Figure 3-3c). The progression of the axial inter-frame strains
within the myocardium over time is then used to detect electromechanical activation (Figure 33d). Electromechanical activation is defined by the sharp transition in strain that occurs just after
the electrical activation shown by the ECG. For atrial mapping, electrical activation is defined by
the onset of the P-wave, while ventricular electrical activation is defined by the onset of the QRS
waveform. In order to be able to compute a very precise time of electromechanical activation,
inter-frame strains are used for EWI instead of the cumulative strains used in ME. Even though
the magnitude of the inter-frame strains is extremely small (~0.05%), we will see from studies
presented in the next chapter that our strain estimation technique performs well within this range.

Figure 3-3d displays an example of how inter-frame strain is used to compute electromechanical
activation. The strain curve displayed in this figure represents the inter-frame strain of a single
point within the ventricles and how it changes in time in relation to the surface ECG. A sharp
transition from nearly zero to negative strain is noted immediately following the first deflection
of the QRS complex. In the apical views of the heart, negative strain indicates the longitudinal
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shortening that accompanies ventricular contraction. The zero-crossing of this transition to
negative strain is identified as the electromechanical activation time, which can be computed for
every point within the view of the image. Previous EWI studies have used manual selection of
the “zero-crossings” of inter-frame strain signals to generate an electromechanical activation
map97,102. However, methods to automatically identify and select the correct zero-crossing have
been developed and are discussed in Chapter 6. The zero-crossing times are then mapped onto
the cardiac tissue segmentation obtained from the conventional B-mode image (Figure 3-3e).
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Chapter 4
Optimizing Echocardiographic Strain Imaging
4.1

Introduction

The modern approach to ultrasonic strain imaging was introduced by Jonathan Ophir in 1991103
who coined the term “elastography” to refer to the measurement of the elastic modulus in tissues
using ultrasound-derived strain measurements. In this paper, Ophir describes how the application
of an external compression to a tissue sample will induce a change in tissue strain that can be
measured using ultrasound signals. Over the years, more advanced techniques to measure and
track the strain-induced signal change have been developed, including methods for 2-D and 3-D
strain estimation. In this dissertation, 2-D strain estimation is performed using normalized crosscorrelation with a 1-D window in a 2-D search87. Other modern algorithms for 2-D strain
estimation include 2-D coarse-to-fine cross-correlation104, 2-D block matching105, and
Lagrangian displacement tracking using a polar grid106. However, each of these techniques are
fundamentally based on the fact that ultrasound speckle is not simply random noise, but is
characteristic of the underlying tissue and can be tracked over time. The technique of Myocardial
Elastography was in fact developed as an extension of compression-based elastography, relying
on the deformations induced by the natural contraction of the heart instead of those induced via
external compression73.
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4.2

Displacement Estimation

Displacement estimation in the time domain is often computed using correlation-based
techniques, which rely on the use of a correlation function to track the motion of RF signals.
Although the type and implementation of the correlation function can differ between techniques,
the most commonly-used correlation function is the normalized cross-correlation (NCC)
function86. This function computes the degree of similarity between two signals f(n) and g(n) and
takes the form
𝑅𝑁𝐶𝐶 (𝑢, 𝜏) =

∑𝑢+𝑊−1
𝑓(𝑛)𝑔(𝑛+𝜏)
𝑛=𝑢
√∑𝑢+𝑊−1
𝑓 2 (𝑛)∗∑𝑢+𝑊−1
𝑔2 (𝑛+𝜏)
𝑛=𝑢
𝑛=𝑢

, (𝜏1 ≤ 𝜏 ≤ 𝜏2 ),

where u is the location of the signal window of interest, W is the window size, and τ is the shift
between the two signals. The output of this function, R, is referred to as correlation coefficient
and describes the amount of similarity between two signals on a normalized scale (from 0 to 1).
In 1-D motion tracking applications, the two signals are obtained from the same ultrasound line
in consecutive frames in time. Since the ultrasound speckle pattern does not change significantly
over time, the NCC function is able to identify where different regions of the signal at time t
moved to at time t+Δt. This tracking is performed for several small windows within a particular
line, providing multiple estimations of displacement per line. Figure 4-1 provides a general
depiction of the outcome of this process for two windowed locations within a single line.

The NCC function considers each of the highlighted windows in frame i and is able to find their
“best matches” in frame i+1. The best match is determined by the maximum value of the NCC
function obtained when sliding the windows in frame i over a specified search range in frame
i+1. The location of this maximum value have be further refined using a cosine interpolation to
allow the estimation of sub-sample displacements89. The correlation coefficient also serves as a
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Figure 4-1: Depiction of correlation-based displacement estimation at two separate
locations within the same line. The relative displacement between the two points will be
reflected by a change in strain.

benchmark for the reliability of the displacement estimation. In effect, high quality tracking
results in correlation coefficients close to 1.0, while poor estimation results in lower correlation
coefficients.

In ultrasound applications, the NCC function can be used with either RF signals or B-mode
signals to track displacements. Although B-mode signals often appear less noisy upon visual
inspection, RF signals offer superior precision in displacement estimation applications involving
the NCC function107,108, largely due to the presence of phase information within the RF signal
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that is removed during the Hilbert transform to B-mode data. The NCC algorithm is sensitive to
fluctuations in both amplitude and phase, both of which are preserved in RF signals.

Since the NCC algorithm uses a sliding window in the comparison frame to compute
displacements, the direction of this sliding window can be changed to estimation displacements
in different directions. Axial displacement can be estimated by a search in the axial direction
along a single line, while lateral displacement can be estimated by a search in the lateral
direction between lines. In this way, the same NCC function can be used to estimate
displacements in either direction. However, since RF lines are reconstructed in the axial direction
independently of neighboring lines, the amount of available information is much greater in the
axial direction compared to the lateral direction. Attempts to overcome the limitations in the
lateral

direction

have

included

interpolation

between

beams87

and

novel

transmission/beamforming techniques109,110.

4.3

Strain Estimation

As stated previously, estimations of strain can be derived directly from displacement estimates
computed using time-domain correlation functions such as NCC. For 1-D applications, strain can
be computed using a simple gradient operator applied in the axial direction to the displacement
field111. In computing 2-D strains, the entire strain tensor must be considered and calculations of
the axial and lateral strain values involve several more operations. However, the spatial gradient
of the displacement in either the axial or lateral direction remains the most significant
determinant of the strain in that particular direction.
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The earliest holistic investigation into the factors involved in ultrasonic strain estimation quality
occurred in 1997112. Like many pursuits in the imaging field, the authors attempted to first use a
simulation model to investigate a relationship between the ultrasound acquisition and the quality
of axial strain estimation. A theoretical expression for the error of cross-correlation-based strain
estimation was developed for various magnitudes of strain. The estimation error for the smallest
magnitude strains estimated by ultrasound is governed by the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound
(CRLB)113:
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where f0 is the transducer center frequency, B is the transducer bandwidth, T is the window size
of the strain estimator, ρ is the correlation coefficient, and SNRs is the sonographic signal-tonoise ratio term that encompasses RF data quality. For larger strains, the Barankin Bound (BB) is
used, which raises the CRLB by a constant factor:
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The cutoff strain value between the two error functions is governed by a separate equation, but
usually occurs between 1-10% strain for cardiac imaging transducers.

The two parameters in the CRLB to be more closely examined in this chapter are correlation
coefficient (p) and the signal-to-noise ratio of the RF data (SNRs). These two parameters
represent two distinct focus areas for optimization of strain estimation. The correlation
coefficient is a function of the displacement estimation, while SNRs is a function of the
acquisition used to obtain RF signals.
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4.4
4.4.1

Study: Motion Estimation Rate
Introduction

One way to increase the correlation coefficient of the displacement estimation is to reduce the
amount of motion that occurs. Motion tracking using cross-correlation is based on the
assumption that the signal does not significantly change from frame to frame. However, tissue
motion does cause slight changes in the RF signals and corresponding speckle pattern, leading to
decorrelation of the signals from frame to frame107,114. High strains causing large amounts of
signal decorrelation lead to increased errors in motion estimation and consequently strain
estimation115. Further support for the desirability of small strains comes from the previous
discussion of the CRLB and BB; the BB, which is used to define the error for the estimation of
large strains, exceeds the magnitude of the CRLB for estimation of small strains.

Decreasing the time between frames used for motion estimation is one way to reduce the amount
of motion that exists from frame to frame, allowing for more precise displacement and strain
estimation116–118. However, a fundamental tradeoff exists in ultrasound physics between depth,
beam density, and the acquisition frame-rate. This tradeoff is described by the classic ultrasound
range equation, which states that acquisition framerate is proportional to the speed of sound (c)
and inversely proportional to imaging depth (d) and the number of lines (N):
𝐹𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝑐
2𝑑𝑁

Cardiac imaging requires a minimum depth (typically between 12-20 cm) to capture the entire
heart structure. In most cases, the imaging depth is set as low as possible to increase acquisition
frame-rate. Thus, increasing frame-rate comes at the cost of decreasing the number of lines for a
given depth; i.e., increasing the temporal resolution decreases the spatial resolution. Indeed, early
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attempts to increase frame-rate used smaller fields of view73,119 or sparse sector scans120. Not
surprisingly, increasing frame-rate while maintaining a high spatial resolution is a challenging
yet relevant task for many cardiac strain estimation techniques. ECG gating118 and motion
matching98 techniques have exploited the periodic rhythm of the heart to combine smaller fieldof-view acquisitions at higher frame-rates. However, these techniques result in unfavorable
stitching artifacts and require imaging over multiple heart cycles, which precludes the study of
aperiodic arrhythmias.

Several techniques have been developed in our lab to enable single-heartbeat strain estimation at
both high frame rates and high spatial resolution97,121. These techniques rely on specialized
transmission sequences that differ significantly from the standard acquisitions used in clinical
practice today. The first technique, referred to as temporally unequispaced acquisition sequence
(TUAS), alters the order by which beams are emitted from the transducer to create an effective
increase in frame-rate throughout the entire view. The second technique, referred to as diverging
beam sequence (DBS), uses a novel, diverging beam interrogate a large amount of space using
only a single transmission. Further details of these techniques are displayed in Figure 4-2.

The first major difference between the two techniques can be seen in the differeing beam profiles
(Figure 4-2a). While TUAS uses a series of conventionally focused beams, DBS uses a single
diverging beam to image the entire view at once. Conventional acquisitions (Figure 4-2b)
construct an image by transmitting multiple focused beams across the entire view one after
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Figure 4-2: Overview of the sequences used for the MER study. (A) Acoustic beam profile
for the TUAS (left) and DBS (right). Temporal profiles for (B) the conventional sequence, (C)
TUAS, and (D) DBS. Each line in the B-D corresponds to a single transmission of the
corresponding beam shown in A.
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another. TUAS also uses focused transmit beams, but changes the order that these beams are
fired in order to increase the effective frame-rate used for motion estimation, i.e. the motion
estimation rate (MER). Instead of imaging an entire frame all at once, TUAS takes two
acquisitions of a small sector of the view very rapidly. By increasing MER, TUAS causes a
corresponding drop in the temporal sampling rate of motion estimation, i.e. the motion sampling
rate (MSR). The difference between MER and MSR may be confusing at first, but is futher
explained in Figure 4-2. In short, the MER refers to the time between frames where motion
estimation is performed, while MSR refers to the time between motion estimations of the same
point. In conventional sequences where MER and MSR are the same, each frame is used for two
displacement calculations—both the previous frame and next frame in the sequence. In TUAS,
each frame is paired with only one other frame to perform motion esimation at the MER, while
these pairs of frames are separated from each other at the MSR.

The objective of the MER study will be to examine the effects of MER on inter-frame axial and
lateral strain estimation in human subjects (n=5). Since both TUAS and DBS will be used to
achieve high MER imaging in all subjects, we will also compare the inter-frame strain
distributions estimated by each sequence.

4.4.2

Methods

Using a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board of Columbia University, five,
healthy male volunteers aged 23-30 were scanned in the lateral decubitus position by a trained
cardiac sonographer. All patients were scanned with a 2.5 MHz phased-array probe connected to
a Verasonics V-1 system (Redmond, WA) using both TUAS and DBS. For each sequence,
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acquisition lasted for 2 seconds to ensure the capture of an entire cardiac cycle. The same
echocardiographic view was taken in all patients; namely, the parasternal short-axis view at the
papillary muscle level. Because the study objective was to analyze and compare both axial and
lateral strain estimations, the short-axis view was chosen so that the strain magnitudes would be
similar in each direction.

Three TUAS acquisitions of different sector sizes were acquired per patient, which allowed for
the construction of RF data at four effective MERs (65, 272, 544, 897 Hz). A single DBS
acquisition at 2000 Hz was also obtained in each patient. Lower MERs of 250, 500, and 1000 Hz
were achieved by skipping frames during motion estimation. All DBS strain estimations were
performed at a MSR of 65 Hz to match the temporal sampling frequency of the TUAS
estimations.

For each sequence, element data received by the transducer was sampled at 10 MHz for each of
the 64 individual traducer elements. Delay-and-sum beamforming was used to reconstruct 120
lines of RF data per frame at an axial sampling rate of 20 MHz. For the TUAS, this corresponds
to the construction of 10 RF lines per transmit beam; while in the DBS, all 120 lines were
constructed from a single transmit. A 90° field of view at a depth of 20 cm was used to mimic
standard clinical settings. ECG measurements were triggered by the ultrasound system and
acquired in parallel with the ultrasound measurements.

Strain estimation was performed as described by the 2-D ME processing methods described in
Chapter 3.2. However, only inter-frame strains were considered in this study, such that no
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motion tracking or accumulation was performed. The window size for the correlation kernel was
selected at 5.85 mm (approximately 10 wavelengths) and the window overlap was 90%.The size
of the strain kernel was selected to be 10.3 x 10.5 mm. 2-D spatial filtering of the displacements
and strains was performed only for the strain images presented in the first section of the results.

In order to investigate the utility of these two sequences and the effect of the corresponding
increase in MER, a metric must be developed to evaluate strain estimation quality. Implantable
sonomicrometry beads, which can measure the change in strain over time between two markers,
have been employed previously for this purpose122, although use of sonomicrometry is
cumbersome and clearly not suitable for human subjects. Furthermore, sonomicrometry can only
compute strain values at discrete points within the heart, while most ultrasonic strain imaging
techniques will estimate strain throughout the entirety of the tissue. Alternatively, the
elastographic signal-to-noise ratio (SNRe) may be helpful to evaluate strain estimation quality,
especially within a continuous field of strain estimates. SNRe is computed as the ratio between
the mean and standard deviation of strain existing within a small (3x3 mm) region of interest:
𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑒 =

µ(𝜀)
.
𝜎(𝜀)

This region of interest should be sufficiently small so that the expectation of strain uniformity
within the region is reasonable. SNRe has been used for years to evaluate strain estimation and is
an excellent metric to assess estimation precision112, although it is less related to the accuracy of
the measurements. Although a single, fixed window may be used to study SNRe, comparisons
between different sequences may be inhibited by slightly the slightly different views that are
acquired with each sequence. Thus, the use of multiple MER windows located within the cardiac
tissue for every frame should facilitate a more fair comparison121.
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Since both strain and SNRe were computed for each point in the myocardium throughout systole,
a large number (>600,000) of strain-SNRe pairs were generated for each sequence. This paired
data can be used to generate a two-dimensional histogram (f(SNRe,ε)) that displays the
probability density function (pdf) of SNRe for a set of discrete strain values. However, since the
strain distribution measured in the heart is non-uniform, the 2-D pdf will be biased towards strain
values that occur more frequently. To remove this bias, the conditional pdf was calculated
according to
𝑓(𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑒 |𝜀) =

𝑓(𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑒 , 𝜀)
,
𝑓(𝜀)

where f(SNRe, ε) is the 2-D pdf and f(ε) is the 1-D strain distribution. It is important to keep in
mind that f(SNRe| ε), f(SNRe, ε), and f(ε) will be affected by the quality of strain estimation and
thus be dependent on the MER. Figure 4-3 shows an example plot of the conditional pdf of axial
strains taken with TUAS and DBS at 544 Hz and 500 Hz respectively. To simplify the
information obtained from the 2-D conditional pdf, which manifests as the 3-D plot in Figure 43, the conditional expected value of SNRe for each strain was calculated as
+∞

𝐸(𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑒 |𝜀) = ∫ 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑒 𝑓(𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑒 |𝜀)𝑑𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑒 .
0

E(SNRe| ε) curves are generated for each sequence, which allows for a relatively easy
comparison to be performed between different sequences for a wide range of strain values. An
example E(SNRe| ε) curve can also be seen in Figure 4-3.

However, since incremental strains are being used, it is important to keep in mind that the same
deformation will be measured differently by sequences at different MERs. For instance, a 1%
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Figure 4-3: Conditional pdfs of axial strains taken with the TUAS at 544 Hz (left) and DBS
at 500 Hz (right) in a single patient. Horizontal lines denoting the transition zones which
separate the CRLB from the BB have been drawn at the local minima of the pdfs.

strain measured at 1000 Hz would be measured as a 2% strain at 500 Hz. Therefore, in order to
compare strain magnitudes between sequences, strains have been multiplied by MER for
normalization. Final magnitudes of normalized strain are presented in decibels, with the
reference of 0 dB being a 1% strain measured at 100 Hz:
𝑀𝐸𝑅 ∗ 𝜀
𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝜀 = 20 log (
).
100 𝐻𝑧 ∗ 1%

4.4.3

Results

Figure 4-3 displays incremental strain images of the left ventricle (LV) during contraction taken
with the TUAS and DBS at 544 Hz and 500 Hz respectively. Images were synchronized in time
using ECG recordings, which are displayed below the strain images. The exact point in the
cardiac cycle from which each image was taken is denoted by the red dot on the ECG tracing.
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Figure 4-4: Comparison of axial and lateral inter-frame strain estimations for TUAS and DBS
during LV contraction in the same subject. ECG tracing is shown below the images indicating
the timing within the cardiac cycle. Axial and lateral strains appear similar at similar stages of
contraction.
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The first image in each series was taken towards the end of diastole, directly before the P-wave.
Both sequences show relatively low strains all directions at this time. The following two images
in each series were taken during systole following the initiation of ventricular contraction.

Positive axial strains can be seen in the anterior and posterior walls of the LV, with negative
axial strain occupying the septal and lateral walls. In the lateral direction, the distributions of
positive and negative strains are reversed, with negative lateral strains occurring in the anterior
and posterior walls and positive lateral strains occurring in the septal and lateral walls. Radial
and circumferential strains appeared more uniform, especially in the late systolic frame. Positive
radial strain and negative circumferential strain are clearly occurring in much of the LV wall
during late systole. In the early systolic frame, the radial and circumferential strain distributions
are less uniform, especially in the septum. In all cases, the magnitudes of the strains increase
from early systole to late systole, which are the second and third images in each series
respectively.

E(SNRe|) curves are shown in Figure 4-5 for both sequences at various MERs. In the axial case,
the curves exhibit a two-peaked, bimodal distribution. The locations of both peaks shift towards
larger values of strains for higher MERs. This shift becomes less apparent at MERs >544 Hz, in
which case the locations of the first peak are clustered at approximately 10 dB. This phenomenon
was observed for both the TUAS and DBS, although the shifting behavior is more apparent using
TUAS since the MERs tested are lower. The amplitudes of the first peaks also increase with
MER while the amplitudes of the second peaks decrease, causing the curve to approach a singlepeaked distribution at higher MERs. The maximum value of E(SNRe|) for any sequence is
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Figure 4-5: Expected SNRe curves for axial and lateral strain estimation using the TUAS and
DBS at various MERs in 5 healthy subjects.
5.71, occurring for the DBS at an MER of 2000 Hz and a strain of 8.91 dB. This magnitude
corresponds to an incremental strain magnitude of 0.14% measured at 2000 Hz. Figure 4-6 plots
curves for both sequences at similar MERs—272 and 544 Hz for TUAS, along with 250 and 500
Hz for DBS. Both sequences produce E(SNRe|) curves with approximately the same shape and
magnitude at similar MERs.
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Figure 4-6: Expected SNRe curves for axial (left) and radial (right) strain estimation
using the TUAS and DBS at similar MERs.
In contrast to the bimodal distributions observed for the axial direction at low MERs, all
E(SNRe|) curves appear unimodal for the lateral direction regardless of MER. Also, the
rightward shift with increasing MER observed in the axial case is not as clear in the lateral
direction. At higher MERs, the locations of the peaks do not change significantly and are
clustered around 40 dB. Unlike in the axial direction, the magnitudes of the peaks of the curves
do not seem to significantly change with MER; the maximum magnitude of each curve is
approximately 4.5. However, the 65 Hz TUAS curve is shifted by approximately 15 dBs to the
left of the other curves. Again, at similar MERs, the TUAS and DBS curves appear similar in
magnitude and shape.

4.4.4

Discussion

The precision of cardiac strain estimation using RF cross-correlation is often reduced due to RF
signal decorrelation caused by the large incremental strains that occur during contraction.
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Increasing the MER is a well-accepted method of reducing this decorrelation, thus increasing
precision. However, it is difficult to achieve high MER sequences while maintaining a high
spatial resolution. It is even more difficult to achieve both of these goals by imaging single
cardiac cycle. The two sequences presented here can be used within a single heart cycle at higher
MERs without compromising spatial resolution, and have been applied to 2-D strain imaging.

The series of strain images in Figure 4-4 indicate that both sequences can reliably be used to
estimate two-dimensional cardiac strains in vivo. The strain distributions imaged by each
sequence agree with the expectations derived from knowledge of cardiac mechanics74,118. At the
onset of the P-wave, the atria are just beginning to contract while the ventricles are at rest. The
strains imaged at this time were very low as expected. During contraction, the myocardium of
the left ventricle begins to thicken in the radial direction and shorten in the circumferential
direction. Radial thickening would manifest as positive axial strain in the anterior and posterior
walls, along with negative axial strain in the septal and lateral walls. The lateral strain
distribution would be reversed since the axial and lateral directions are relatively orthogonal at
each point. The expected behavior is observed in all directions using either sequence.
Furthermore, the strains imaged by the TUAS and DBS at the same point in time seem to be
fairly consistent in terms of both magnitude and distribution. The worst agreement between
sequences occurs during early systole when the myocardium is just beginning to contract,
creating incremental strains that are changing very rapidly in both space and time. Here, it is very
difficult to observe the exact same strain image in both sequences, especially considering the
limited MSR. Towards the end of systole when the contractile behavior is more uniform, the
strain distributions imaged by both sequences become more similar. There is worse agreement
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for radial and circumferential strains, which is expected. Since radial and circumferential strains
are generated by combining both axial and lateral strains, errors from each estimation direction
are combined and propagated. Furthermore, unlike axial and lateral strains, radial and
circumferential strains are largely influenced by the myocardial segmentation, since the centroid
for the coordinate transformation is defined by the manually drawn mask.

A previous study on TUAS has noted the two-peaked nature of the axial SNRe distribution,
noting the switch to a single-peaked distribution above an MER of 452 Hz121. This particular
shape is explained to be a result of the transition zone that occurs in the Strain Filter presented by
Varghese and Ophir112. The transition zone occurs at high strains when decorrelation becomes
too significant and motion is estimated on the basis of RF signal amplitude only, i.e. the signal
envelope, instead of using both the amplitude and the phase information. Smaller strains below
the transition zone are estimated using both amplitude and phase information, with estimation
quality being governed by a modified version of the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRLB) for timedelay estimators113. For larger strains above the transition zone, phase information is lost due to
significant signal decorrelation, and the estimation quality is instead governed by the Barankin
bound (BB). For strains near the transition zone, the method of motion estimation is ambiguous
and inconsistent, causing a local minimum of SNRe121. In this work using E(SNRe|ε), similar,
two-peaked results are reported, with the disappearance of the second peak above an MER of
544 (Figure 4-5). The disappearance of the second peak is due to the fact that smaller
incremental strains will be measured at high MERs. If MER is sufficiently high, the measured
strain values will be small enough to fall below the transition zone, leading to a disappearance of
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the second peak. Figure 4-3 shows the approximate location of the transition zone, along with the
locations of the CRLB and BB within the strain magnitude spectrum.

Motion estimation using the RF signal envelope has consistently been shown to be less precise
compared to techniques which use both the RF signal phase and amplitude108,123. Thus, any axial
motion estimation technique should aim to minimize the amount of strains estimated using only
the envelope. The work presented here indicates that sequences with a single-peaked axial
distribution of E(SNRe|) should be preferred over a sequence with a two-peaked distribution.

The E(SNRe|) distribution of the lateral strain estimation is single-peaked for all MERs (Figure
4-5). A single-peaked distribution is expected for the lateral direction due to the difference
method of motion estimation compared to the axial direction. Although axial phase information
is used to increase the accuracy of the lateral motion estimation, there is no lateral phase
information inherent in a collection of 1-D RF lines. Therefore, the lateral cross-correlation
function is only sensitive to variations in the lateral envelope. It is somewhat surprising that the
amplitude and shape of the lateral curves do not change significantly with MER, although the
width of the curve at 65 Hz appears significantly smaller than the other curves. However, it has
been previously reported that lateral estimation quality is much less influenced by MER than
axial estimation124. Others have reported that the quality of lateral estimation is largely
dependent on number of beams, element size, and element spacing125. The locations of the peaks
of the lateral curves occur at higher strain values compared to the axial curves. An explanation
for this phenomenon is provided later in this section.
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There is also a discernible rightward shift of E(SNRe|) curve peaks in the axial direction as
MER increases (Figure 4-5). This trend is much more noticeable at the lower MERs of TUAS
(MER ≤ 544 Hz) and is fairly insignificant at the higher MERs (MER > 544 Hz) of both
sequences. To explain this shift, recall that strain magnitudes are normalized by the
multiplication of MER. For the 815 Hz sequence, a maximum occurs at an axial normalized
strain of 10 dB, which corresponds to a strain of 0.4% estimated at 815 Hz. This strain
magnitude reflects the optimal deformation amount for a motion estimation performed at 815 Hz.
However, for the same value of normalized strain, estimation with a 65 Hz MER will experience
significantly more decorrelation compared to an MER of 815 Hz, since the estimation interval is
longer. Therefore, the peaks corresponding to optimal motion estimation for the 65 Hz sequence
must exist at a lower normalized strain value, where there will be less decorrelation. The same
explanation can be applied to the lateral, radial, and circumferential E(SNRe|) curves as well,
although this shift is much less apparent. It is clear that the 65 Hz TUAS curve is shifted leftward
by approximately 25 dB for axial/lateral E(SNRe|) and 17 dB for radial/circumferential E(SNRe|) compared to all other curves due to the reasons provided above. It is unclear why this shift
does not persist at the higher MERs in the lateral direction.

Considering the explanation of the axial curve shift above, the absence of a significant shift in
the lateral direction provides an important insight into the reliability of the 2-D strain estimator
used. The similarity of the lateral E(SNRe|) curves indicates that the lateral motion estimator
used in this study is only tailored to estimate precisely over a small range of normalized strain.
This range of normalized strain occurs at much higher values compared to axial strain due to the
difficulty of estimating small strains using the lateral estimator. Even though the lateral RF data
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is interpolated by a factor of 10 to increase resolution, the lateral direction still lacks the phase
information that allows for the precise axial estimation of small strains around 10 dB. Also, since
decorrelation seems to affect lateral E(SNRe|) equally at 250 Hz and 2000 Hz, it is clear that
increasing MER is not the best solution to increase the precision of the lateral strain estimation.

The high MERs used in this study were achieved by the use of two different sequences, the
TUAS and DBS. The differing nature of the beam used by each sequence was thought to
potentially have an impact on the quality of strain estimation, especially in the lateral direction.
Indeed, previous studies using simulations and ex vivo phantoms have explicitly shown the effect
of the beam width, among other parameters, on the quality of lateral motion estimation125–127. A
comparison between the two sequences can be performed at similar MERs, since the parameters
of depth, field of view, and beam density are held constant in the data processing phase (Figure
4-6). In comparing the TUAS at 272 and 544 Hz with the DBS at 250 and 500 Hz, it was clear
that each sequence produced fairly similar curves for all strain directions. The similarities in the
curves extend to both magnitude and shape. This observation indicates that, in terms of our
evaluation metric, the 2-D strains estimated by each sequence are equivalently precise, assuming
that imaging and strain estimation parameters are held constant.

To better qualify this result, it is important to remember that the maximum pressure transmitted
by each sequence is similar. Because DBS uses a diverging beam, the voltage supplied to the
transducer was able to be increased above that of the TUAS in order to reach the desired ISPTA
value. Previous investigations into the effect of beam width on strain estimation did not
normalize the pressure intensity between sequences of different beam widths. Furthermore, these
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previous studies compared the effect of widening the transmit beams in a conventional sequence;
there are few studies which compare a conventionally-focused sequence consisting of multiple
transmits per frame to a diverging sequence containing a single transmit per frame128. The
TUAS and DBS are characterized both by different beam widths and different transmit
densities—the TUAS used 12, narrow transmits per frame while the DBS used a single, wide
transmit per frame (Figure 4-2). Previous work has shown that lateral SNRe seems to be
influenced both by beam width and beam density; optimizing the combination of these
parameters using the advanced hardware available in newer systems is thus an interesting area
for future study. It is also noteworthy that synthetic focusing was used for beamforming and
allowed the creation of the same number of RF lines per frame for both TUAS and DBS, which
may have contributed to their apparent similarity.

It is difficult to assess the quality of an in vivo data set because there is typically no ground truth
measurement available. E(SNRe|) was shown to be able to differentiate sequences based on
MER and may be a useful tool to stochastically evaluate the precision of an in vivo data set.
However, the use of SNRe does have some limitations, especially for axial and lateral strains
which have alternating positive and negative values in the short axis view of the heart. A small
kernel size (3.0 x 3.2 mm) was used for the SNRe computation to limit the issues caused by this
inhomogeneity. Although some SNRe samples may still have been affected by the alternating
axial and lateral strain distributions, a large number of SNRe samples (>600,000) were obtained
for each sequence so that the overall behavior of E(SNRe|) would not be overly influenced by
the border zones between the positive and negative strains. Also, it is important to emphasize
that although SNRe is a good measure of precision, it does not reflect the accuracy of these
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strains. Feasibility of 2-D strain estimation using TUAS and DBS was observed qualitatively by
inspecting the strain images (Figure 4-4), which provided reasonable results. The accuracy of the
2-D strain estimation performed here has been previously validated in simulations77 and using
MR tagging81.

4.5
4.5.1

Study: Spatial Compounding
Introduction

Attempts to increase MER are motivated by the decrease in decorrelation that accompanies a
high temporal sampling rate. From the perspective of the Strain Filter, MER and decorrelation
are mostly covered by the correlation coefficient (ρ). As stated previously, the sonographic
signal-to-noise ratio (SNRs) term within the Strain Filter equation suggests that RF data quality
is also an important area to consider for optimization. This area is of particular interest for high
MER applications that utilize diverging beam sequences, since the diffuse transmit profiles have
been shown to exhibit lower spatial resolution and contrast129,130. Thus, techniques to increase
SNRs have experienced a resurgence over the past few years due to the widespread use of
diverging transmits to increase MER.

Spatial compounding is one such technique that is able to increase the quality of the RF data
obtained using diverging transmits while maintaining relatively high MERs131,132. In short, this
technique involves the use of multiple diverging beams per frame to form an image. For a single
diverging beam transmit, a “virtual focus” is placed behind the probe in order to calculate the
piezoelectric element delays to create the diverging beam profile (Figure 4-7). Spatial
compounding employs multiple diverging beams per frame having virtual sources located at
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different positions along the probe (Figure 4-7). A single RF frame is comprised of the
summation of the received data from the various virtual source transmits. Since diverging waves
from different virtual sources interrogate each tissue location at slightly different angles, the
summation of the reflected signals at each point will be better defined117,129,130,133. Spatial
compounding has been applied to motion estimation techniques and has been shown to improve
1-D displacement estimation for in vivo shear wave imaging

130,132

and 2-D strain estimation

using in vitro vessel phantoms134. However, the effect of spatial compounding on 2-D cardiac
strain imaging in vivo is yet to be investigated.

4.5.2

Methods

The performance of the compounding and diverging sequences was investigated in vivo using
acquisitions obtained in four healthy human volunteers. All imaging was performed using a
Verasonics Vantage acquisition system with a 2.5 MHz phased-array probe. Informed consent
was acquired in each patient prior to the study. Using a custom acquisition sequence described in
the next section, each volunteer was imaged by a trained cardiac sonographer in the parasternal
short-axis view at mid-level at a depth of 12 cm. This particular view was chosen since the
physiologic strains in the axial and lateral directions occur at approximately the same magnitude
over systole. The acquisition also included a trigger to simultaneously acquire electrocardiogram
(ECG) signals for later identification of the systolic phase.

In order to closely compare the strain estimation of each imaging technique, a custom acquisition
sequence was designed to perform compounding and diverging imaging simultaneously (Figure
4-7). The custom sequence was composed of a repeated set of 10 diverging wave transmissions;
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Figure 4-7: Description of the hybrid diverging beam acquisition sequence
used for the compounding study. First, a series of 5 compounding waves are
emitted using a reduced sub-aperture with equally spaced source locations
along the transducer. Immediately following, a series of 5 diverging waves is
emitted using the full aperture and the same source for each transmit.

the first 5 composing the compounding sequence and the final 5 being used for the diverging
sequence. Although both the compounding and diverging transmits utilized virtual foci placed
behind the probe, the exact locations of the virtual foci and the element apodization differed
between each transmit.

For the compounding acquisition, the 5 consecutive transmits corresponded to the 5 virtual foci
placed along the x-axis of the transducer, evenly spaced from -3.3 mm to 3.3 mm. The x locations of each foci were aligned to the center of a 21 element sub-aperture, which was moved
along with the foci between transmits. This aperture size was picked so that each of the 5 foci
would occupy the center of the aperture all the way along the array. The location of the foci in
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the z direction was set at 3.3 mm ensuring an angular aperture of 90°. The number of
compounding emissions (5) was chosen to ensure a good tradeoff between a high number of
transmits and framerate. The pulse repetition frequency (PRF) was set at 5000 Hz, corresponding
to an effective framerate of 500 Hz when considering the 10 total transmits used for the full
sequence.

The diverging acquisition consisted of a 5 diverging wave transmits acquired immediately
following the 5 compounding transmits. For the diverging transmit, the full 64-element aperture
of the probe was used, with the virtual focus placed 10.1 mm behind the center of the probe (Fig.
1a). The PRF between the compounding and diverging acquisitions was also set at 5000 Hz to
allow for an effective framerate of 500 Hz for both compounding and diverging imaging.

The total length of the hybrid acquisition was 2 seconds to ensure the uninterrupted capture of
the systolic phase of cardiac contraction. ECG signals acquired in parallel with the ultrasound
acquisition were used in post-processing to select the frames corresponding to systole. The peak
of the QRS complex on the ECG was used to define end-diastole. A displacement M-mode was
also used to remove the strains corresponding to the very beginning of systole when rapid
variations in strain are occurring. The peak of the T-wave was used to define end-systole.

Radiofrequency signals for each of the 64 transducer elements were recorded throughout the
entire acquisition sequence at a sampling rate of 10 MHz. Delay-and-sum beamforming was
performed off-line to reconstruct 180 RF lines per acquisition at an axial sampling rate of 10
MHz. Linear interpolation was used to increase the resolution of the RF data in the axial
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direction to 10 MHz. The 5 transmits for each transmission type were then combined coherently
to form single RF frames, resulting in the same total yield in number of frames for the
compounding and the diverging imaging.

Strain estimation was performed as described by the 2-D ME procedure described in Chapter 3.2.
Two-dimensional displacements were estimated between frames using a normalized crosscorrelation algorithm having a 1-D correlation kernel (size = 6.1 mm, overlap = 90%) in a 2-D
search (axial search range = 0.77 mm; lateral search range = 1 beam)86,87. Spatiotemporal
filtering was not performed on either the displacements or strains during processing. Inter-frame
displacements were filtered in time using a low-pass filter (4th-order Butterworth filter, fc = 500
Hz) and in space using a 2-D median filter (4.55 x 4.0 mm). The 2-D Lagrangian strain tensor
was then applied to the cumulative displacements to compute 2-D cumulative strains throughout
systole. The 2-D cumulative strains were also filtered in space using a 2-D averaging filter (6.5 x
5.7 mm). Axial and lateral strains were then converted to radial strains by assuming the center of
mass of the LV cavity to be the centroid for coordinate transformation.

The compounding and diverging sequence were compared using the elastographic signal-tonoise ratio (SNRe) of the radial strain.
𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑒 =

𝜇𝜀,𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙
𝜎𝜖,𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑙

Radial SNRe was computed by considering the mean and standard deviation of the radial strain
throughout the entire myocardium. Both inter-frame and cumulative radial strains were used for
SNRe calculations. Cumulative radial strain was used to compare the end-systolic strain
distribution estimated by each sequence. Since myocardial velocity changes rapidly throughout
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the systolic phase, it is also of interest to compare the effect of the compounding sequence at
various time points during contraction. For this comparison, inter-frame radial strains were used
to calculate SNRe.

Although the “true” cardiac strain values were not known for any of the volunteers, the wide
range of cardiac imaging literature can be exploited to establish a general set of expectations for
cardiac strain values in the healthy human heart. Since healthy human volunteers were used for
this study, the LV is assumed to contract normally, i.e. positive radial strain occurring throughout
the short-axis view. Although there is no consensus on the normal values of cardiac radial strain
in humans, echocardiographic studies have reported radial strains between 35.1% and 59.0%135.
Direct comparison of displacements and strains between each sequence is possible due to the
hybrid acquisition allowing capture of the same cardiac cycle for both sequences.

4.5.3

Results

Envelope detection by the Hilbert transform is used to generate readable B-mode images from
the RF data, which can be used to establish an overview of the RF data quality. B-mode images
generated from two subjects using the diverging and compounding acquisitions are displayed in
Figure 4-8. The compounding B-modes exhibit better contrast, especially within the cavity and
along the endocardial and epicardial borders. In particular, the compounding B-mode for Subject
4 displays significantly increased resolution of the lateral wall compared to the diverging
acquisition.
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Figure 4-8: Reconstructed B-mode images of the LV at end-diastole using the diverging
and the compounding acquisitions. Anatomic regions of the LV wall are denoted
(ant=anterior, lat=lateral, sept=septal, post=posterior).
End-systolic axial and lateral displacements for the two subjects displayed in Figure 4-8 are
overlaid onto the compounding B-modes and presented in Figure 4-9. Axial displacements
appear fairly similar in the diverging and compounding acquisitions for both patients. However,
the lateral displacements estimated by the compounding acquisition show more significant
differences compared to the diverging acquisition in both subjects. Differences in lateral
displacement are especially noted in the lateral wall for Subject 4, which is the same region that
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Figure 4-9: Example cumulative end-systolic axial and lateral displacements for the
diverging and compounding acquisitions in two subjects.
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Figure 4-10: Example cumulative end-systolic axial and lateral strains for the diverging
and compounding acquisitions in two subjects.
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exhibited better contrast in the B-mode images in Figure 4-8. In the diverging sequence, the
lateral displacements in the lateral and septal walls of Subject 4 are fairly close to zero, while in
the compounding acquisition they are more indicative of physiologic displacement, i.e. leftward
and rightward motion respectively.

End-systolic axial and lateral strains for the two subjects are displayed in Figure 4-10.
Myocardial thickening is shown as positive strain (red) while myocardial thinning is displayed as
negative strain (blue). Again, axial strains appear fairly similar between the diverging and
compounding sequences, although larger differences are noted in the strains compared to the
displacements. In particular, the compounding acquisition results in more homogenous
distribution of positive axial strains in the posterior wall, especially in Subject 4. Lateral strains
differed more significantly between the two acquisitions, although many regional features
remained consistent. Differences in end-systolic lateral strain can be especially noted in the
lateral and septal walls of both subjects, where the compounding sequence estimation gives rise
to more consistent distribution of positive strain.

Cumulative end-systolic radial strains for all four subjects used in this study are displayed in
Figure 4-11. Quantitative statistics regarding the strain cumulative end-systolic strain estimation
performed by each sequence is listed in Table 4-1. In general, the expected distribution of
positive radial strain at end-systole was obtained more consistently using the compounding
sequence compared to the diverging sequence. This observation is reflected by the increase in the
radial SNRe at end-systole for the compounding sequence as presented in Table 4-1.
Furthermore, regions of negative end-systolic radial strain, which are likely due to estimation
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Figure 4-11: Cumulative radial strain at end-systole for all subjects using the
diverging and compounding sequences.
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Table 4-1: Quantitative comparison of end-systolic radial strain (%) for all subjects using
the diverging and compounding acquisitions.

artifacts based on the assumption of positive radial strain, were significantly decreased in the
compounding sequences compared to the diverging sequences.

Plots of SNRe over time for inter-frame radial strains are displayed in Figure 4-12. For all
patients, radial SNRe was low at the beginning of systole and increased throughout the cardiac
cycle before falling off at end-systole. Although the diverging and compounding acquisitions
followed the same general trends within each patient, the compounding acquisition exhibited
higher SNRe throughout the vast majority of the cardiac cycle for all patients. The SNRe
improvements gained from the compounding sequence are the most significant at the beginning
of systole during the rapid onset of contraction. Towards end-systole, radial SNRe for the two
sequences tend to converge to a similar value.
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Figure 4-12: Comparison between the diverging and compounding sequences of radial
SNRe over time for each of the four subjects.

4.5.4

Discussion

The goal of this study was to examine the effects of coherent spatial compounding on cardiac
strain estimation in the in vivo setting. Although previous investigations have established the
utility of coherent compounding in other areas of ultrasound research, this study is the first to
present the effects of compounding for two-dimensional cardiac strain estimation in vivo. In
general, we found that coherent spatial compounding leads to an increase in strain estimation
performance in vivo. This observation is reflected by a reduction in radial strain artifacts and is
quantitatively captured by an increase in both end-systolic and inter-frame radial SNRe.

Subjects 2 and 4 were chosen for display in order to demonstrate both moderate and high levels
of improvement in strain estimation as a result of coherent spatial compounding. Fig. 4-8
provides a visual depiction of the effect of compounding at the level of the RF data. It is clear
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from visual inspection that coherent spatial compounding increases the contrast between
myocardium and the surrounding environment, which has been demonstrated previously. For
Subject 4, the lateral wall of is can be resolved much better in the compounding acquisition,
which is reflected by the marked differences in lateral displacement and strain in this location.
The poor contrast of the lateral wall in the diverging acquisition could be the result of shadowing
imposed by the ribs and/or lungs. Imaging artifacts can be extremely disruptive to strain
estimation since the speckle pattern does not accurately reflect the underlying tissue structure
and may disrupt accurate motion estimation by cross-correlation. Because strains are computed
from the spatial gradient of the displacement field, concentrated regions of poor displacement
estimation can lead to even larger errors in the strain calculation.

The in vivo end-systolic strains obtained using each acquisition appear more similar in the axial
direction compared to the lateral direction (Figure 4-9). Of course, it is important to note that
lateral strain estimation is in general characterized by higher noise than axial strain estimation
due to the lack of phase information in the lateral direction136. This effect is observed in the
noisier lateral images in Figures 4-9 and 4-10. Because lateral strain estimation relies primarily
on the amplitude of the RF data, the contrast and resolution of the various tissue structures
contained within the RF data are extremely important to ensure accurate lateral strain estimation.
Subject 4 in particular demonstrates significant improvements in lateral displacement and strain
estimation due to the increased resolution of the LV tissue using the compounding acquisition.
Thus, the improvement in lateral strain estimation in vivo presented in this study aligns well with
previous investigations.
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Improvements in lateral strain estimation may explain why end-systolic radial strain estimations
are particularly improved in the lateral and septal walls, since positive lateral strain is the
primary component of radial strain in these locations. Regions of negative radial strain, which
are unlikely to occur in healthy subjects, are significantly reduced in the compounding
acquisitions shown in Figure 4-11. For example, the end-systolic radial strains for Subject 1
appear extremely similar in Figure 4-11, except for the regions of negative strain located in the
septal and lateral walls. The negative amplitude of the strain in these regions is significantly
reduced in the compounding acquisition, leading to a more homogenous and physiologic
distribution of end-systolic radial strain.

The quantitative metric of radial SNRe was chosen to avoid the use of arbitrary ROIs for axial
and lateral strain. Unlike axial and lateral strain, radial strain should manifest as a relatively
uniform distribution throughout the short axis view of the LV myocardium, especially in healthy
subjects. Both end-systolic radial SNRe (Table 4-1) and inter-frame radial SNRe (Figure 4-12)
are increased using the compounding acquisition. In all subjects, the compounding sequence
improves radial SNRe the most during early systole, when myocardial motion is high. The rapid
deformations experienced by the heart at early systole lead to large inter-frame strains and thus
high decorrelation. At end-systole when motion is significantly less, the benefits gained from
coherent spatial compounding are reduced.

It is important to discuss the limitations of the in vivo data collection used in this study.
Simulation studies are commonly used to investigate the effect of new acquisition techniques;
however, it can be difficult to simulate the various sources of noise inherent to the in vivo setting.
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In particular, shadowing and high reflection artifacts which can occur often in vivo are preserved
in this study as can be seen from Figure 4-8. Furthermore, the out-of-plane motion experienced
by the twisting LV is difficult to replicate in simulation. Therefore, the use of in vivo data was
preferred in this study in order to specifically investigate the effects of compounding within the
clinical setting. By employing a hybrid sequence, each volunteer was able to be imaged nearly
simultaneously using the compounding and diverging acquisitions, ensuring that the
segmentation of the myocardium as well as the choice of systolic phase is kept consistent.
Because each frame of the compounding acquisition is directly paired with a corresponding
frame of the diverging acquisition, a relative comparison of the strain estimations can be
performed with high confidence.

4.6

Conclusion: Specific Aim 1

In these two studies, the effects of MER and coherent spatial compounding for in vivo strain
estimation were explored. We have shown that increasing MER is especially beneficial for axial
strain estimation, while spatial compounding can help increase the single-to-noise ratio of the RF
data with particular benefits to lateral strain estimation. In the context of the Strain Filter
predicting the optimal parameters for strain estimation, MER is related to the correlation
coefficient (ρ), while the technique of spatial compounding will affect SNRs.

Increasing MER has been well-established by the literature as being beneficial for strain
estimation. Results from the MER study indicate that around approximately 500 Hz, the peak in
E(SNRe|ε) corresponding to the more precise Cramer-Rao lower bound begins to dominate. At
an MER of 2000 Hz, estimation governed by the less precise Barankin bound is almost
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completely eliminated. However, the use of diverging beams to increase MER leads to a tradeoff
in spatial resolution. In the second study, we have shown that coherent spatial compounding can
be used to recover some of the lost spatial resolution leading to more accurate strain estimation.
Lateral strain estimation in particular is significantly aided by the increase in spatial resolution
provided by the compounding technique, leading to a more accurate estimation of radial strain.

It is important to keep in mind the tradeoff between temporal resolution and spatial resolution
when designing ultrasound acquisition sequences for strain estimation purposes. Although a
more rigorous parametric evaluation was performed for MER in the first study, it is clear that
both high MER imaging and spatial compounding should be implemented for clinical
applications. The hybrid sequence used in the second study consisted of two separate sequences
at 500 Hz each using 5 transmits per frame. Thus, it is possible to design a sequence to image at
a 14 cm depth with an MER of 1000 Hz and 5 coherently compounded waves per frame, or with
an MER of 500 Hz and 10 coherently compounded waves per frame.
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Chapter 5
Myocardial Elastography for Cardiac Ablation Monitoring
5.1

Introduction

Radiofrequency (RF) ablation procedures aim to correct various types of arrhythmia by
thermally ablating select regions of the cardiac tissue thought to contribute to the abnormal
rhythm. Success rates for ablation procedures have been reported in the range of 53-57% for a
single procedure and 71-80% after multiple procedures26,28. The size, spacing, and depth of the
lesions in the tissue has been shown to be critical to the success of an ablation procedure29–32,
motivating the development of new methodologies to characterize lesion formation in real-time.
Conventionally, lesion size has been controlled using temperature, amplitude and duration of the
RF energy provided by the ablation system33,34. Contact force of the ablation catheter has also
recently been proposed as a method to control lesion size35,36. However, these methods mainly
rely on indirect feedback derived from the ablation catheter instead of direct assessment of
myocardial tissue properties and function. As a result, several imaging techniques have been
developed to provide more direct mapping of lesion formation within the myocardium. Magnetic
resonance imaging137,138 has been used to characterize lesion size; however, the specialized
equipment and long acquisition times required do not allow real-time monitoring during the
procedure. On the other hand, echocardiography has advantages of being fast, low-cost, and
already highly integrated into the field of cardiology. Intracardiac Echocardiography (ICE) is
often used during cardiac ablation procedures in order to visualize and monitor the cardiac
motion during surgery. The ICE probe may be introduced into the heart using the same route as
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the ablation catheter, allowing for a convenient imaging view of the ablation site. ICE catheters
integrated with high-frequency ultrasound have been used to map lesion formation in real time,
using the change in tissue contrast to identify lesion formation139,140. Other ultrasound methods
use the fact that stiffening of the cardiac tissue occurs as a result of lesion formation. Shear wave
elastography (SWE) uses the shear wave propagation induced by a “push” beam to map tissue
stiffness and has been applied to the detection of ablation lesions in beating hearts using an ICE
catheter141–144. Acoustic radiation force imaging (ARFI) also uses an acoustic “push” beam to
evaluation the displacement at the push location to provide a qualitative stiffness estimation and
was applied to lesion detection in several studies

145,146

. However, the significant attenuation

experienced by the high-frequency probe and by the push beam in the case of SWE and ARFI
has thus far required that the imaging transducer to be located within a few centimeters of the
lesion. In clinical practice, it may prove challenging to manipulate and align the imaging and
ablation catheters in close proximity during the procedure. ICE has also been used for
mechanical characterization of the myocardium using strain 83,147 and strain rate imaging148,149.

Recent advancements in plane wave and diverging beam transmissions have been applied to ICE
as well83,143. Diverging beam transmissions allow for the simultaneous interrogation of a large
field of view, allowing for high frame-rate imaging which has been linked to superior motion and
strain estimation116,150. Intracardiac Myocardial Elastography has been developed to perform
real-time strain imaging using a diverging beam transmission and a fast method of normalized
cross-correlation86. By taking advantage of the phase of the ultrasound RF data, strain estimation
using normalized cross-correlation has been shown to provide for high precision displacement
and strain estimation108,123. In regards to cardiac ablation, ME using ICE has previously
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demonstrated feasibility in detecting the formation of ablation lesions in the atria of humans and
canines using a clinical ultrasound scanner83,84. However, correlation between lesion size and
strain change has not yet been established. In order to investigate this relationship, a canine
model (n=5) of radiofrequency ablation was used to compare lesion size estimated from
intracardiac ME with the true lesion size measured following tetrazolium chloride (TTC) staining
of the excised tissue. This study was conducted in the canine LV to allow for greater flexibility
in lesion generation since the LV walls are larger and thicker compared to the atria.

5.2

Methods

Using a protocol approved by the Columbia University Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee, five mongrel dogs weighing approximately 25 kg each were anesthetized using 0.15
mg/kg morphine and sustained under 2-5% inhaled isoflurane. A lateral thoracotomy procedure
was used to expose the heart for placement of the ablation catheter (TactiCath, St. Jude Medical)
on the epicardial surface of the left ventricle (LV) (Figure 5-1). An 6-MHz ICE catheter
(ViewFlex, St. Jude Medical) was introduced into the external jugular vein and advanced
through the superior vena cava into the right ventricle of the heart, where it was positioned to
have a view of the lateral wall of the LV. Alignment between the ICE plane and ablation catheter
was achieved by noting the presence of the high reflection produced by the ablation catheter in
the ICE image (green arrow in Figure 5-1). The ICE catheter was connected to a clinical
ultrasound machine (z.one, Zonare Medical Systems) programmed to emit a specialized
sequence for ME imaging which is described in the next section.
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Figure 5-1: ICE catheter position within the right ventricle.
Ablation lesions were generated at various locations in the epicardium of the left ventricle after
confirming alignment between the ablation catheter and ICE view as described above. Ten
lesions of different sizes were generated in three dogs by varying power settings (10-30W),
contact force (10-30 g) and application time (60-90 s). In two dogs, lesion lines were formed
having multiple lesions next to each other within the same ICE view. Ultrasound acquisitions
were performed before and ~2 minutes after the induction of each individual ablation lesion.

The ME acquisition sequence was designed for high frame-rate imaging and consisted of
repeated diverging wave emissions at 600 Hz at a 10 cm depth for 2 seconds to ensure capture of
the entire cardiac cycle. For each diverging wave, delay-and-sum reconstruction was used offline
to beamform an image consisting of 193 lines of ultrasound RF data, resulting in a field of view
of 90° at an axial spatial sampling rate of 18 MHz. ECG measurements were also obtained in
synchrony with ultrasound imaging. A fast method for normalized cross-correlation was used to
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estimate axial displacements between consecutive frames (window size = 6.16 mm, overlap =
90%). These inter-frame displacements were tracked throughout systole and accumulated over
time to form cumulative displacements. Cumulative strain was derived from the spatial gradient
of the cumulative displacement measurements using a 1-D axial kernel (window size = 0.515
mm). Selection of the systolic phase was guided by the ECG and an M-mode image of the
displacements of the center line of the image stack.

Figure 5-2: Methods for determining lesion volume and transmurality based on strain
computed from (A) intracardiac ME and (B) TTC staining.
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The cumulative end-systolic strain distribution estimated using ME was used to quantify the
mechanical changes caused by the ablation lesion and to generate a lesion map. Differences in
end-systolic cumulative strain before and after the induction of each lesion were calculated.
Probe motion between acquisitions was corrected for using an image registration method based
on gradient descent to compare the B-mode images at end-diastole151. A threshold of an absolute
8% reduction in strain was applied to filter out smaller differences in strain not indicative of the
mechanical changes caused by ablation. This threshold allowed a visualization of the lesion area
in the region of the image near the ablation location, i.e. a lesion map. Both the area and
transmurality of the lesion were computed from the lesion maps as shown in Figure 5-2. Lesion
area was computed by counting the number of pixels contained within the thresholded region of
the lesion. Lesion transmurality was calculated as the ratio of the lesion depth (DL) to the wall
depth (DW), with each depth measured perpendicular to the epicardial surface. These two values
were computed from the lesion map for all lesions and compared to the actual lesion volume and
transmurality measured ex vivo.

Following the experiment, the lesions were excised from the cardiac tissue and subjected to
tetrazolium chloride (TTC) staining, trichrome staining, and measurement. TTC staining
highlights healthy myocardium using the dehydrogenase enzyme, causing healthy regions to
appear red and necrotic regions to appear white-gray152. Lesion volume was calculated from
gross pathology by assuming a half ellipsoid shape and measuring the three appropriate axes in
the TTC-stained tissue (L, W, DL) as shown in Figure 5-2. Lesion transmurality was similarly
computed as the ratio between the lesion depth (DL) and the wall depth (DW).
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5.3
5.3.1

Results
Lesion Size and Transmurality

Figure 5-3: End-systolic strain distribution obtained in the canine LV (A) before ablation and
(B) after ablation. (C) Comparison of strain change before and after the lesion is used to
generate a (D) lesion map. (E) Excised lesion with TTC staining and (F) trichrome staining.

Figure 5-3 depicts the end-systolic strain in the LV before and after the application of ablation
for a single isolated lesion. Before ablation, end-systolic strain is positive in both the septum (top
of image) and lateral wall (bottom of image) in each case. After ablation, a significant decrease
in strain is observed near the epicardium of the lateral wall. This difference in strain is further
highlighted by the strain difference image (Figure 5-3c) and lesion map image (Figure 5-3d). The
regions of the myocardium remote from the lesion site also show similar end-systolic strains
before and after the ablation. The size and depth of the lesion delineated by the lesion map
appears to be similar to the appearance of the lesion in gross pathology.
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Figure 5-4 plots the area of strain reduction against the actual lesion volume measured ex vivo
after TTC staining for all ten isolated lesions. A good correlation is obtained between MEmeasured strain changes and lesion size (r2 = 0.86).

Figure 5-4: Area of strain reduction (>8%) vs. excised lesion volume measured after TTC
staining.

Figure 5-5 presents a Bland-Altman plot of the correlation in lesion transmurality assessed using
ME versus TTC staining. Differences in lesion transmurality ranged from -16.2% to 8.9%, with a
mean difference of 4.2%. All values fell within the 95% confidence interval established by 1.96
standard deviations from the mean.
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Figure 5-5: Bland-Altman agreement between lesion transmurality measured using ME strain
and gross pathology.

5.3.2

Lesion Gap Imaging

Figures 5-6 and 5-7 depict the end-systolic strain before and after the generation of lesion lines
consisting of several individual lesions. The line shown in Fig. 6-6 was generated using two
lesions with no gap in between. Accordingly, the strain difference caused by the lesion is
relatively homogenous and the two individual lesions cannot be distinguished from each other.
The absence of a gap between the lesions can also be confirmed using images of the epicardial
surface and the ex vivo tissue with TTC staining (Fig. 6-6d). The line shown in Fig. 6-7 was
generated using three lesions with small gaps between each lesion, as can be seen from the
images of the epicardial surface (Fig. 6-7d). Compared to the previous lesion line, the endsystolic strain after ablation for this line appears less homogenous due to the presence of gaps
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within the lesion line. This heterogeneity is reflected in the lesion map image, which depicts the
presence of gaps in between the individual lesions.

Figure 5-6: End-systolic strain distribution obtained in the canine LV after the formation of a twolesion line having no gaps. Cumulative end-systolic strain is shown (A) before ablation and (B) 2
minutes after ablation, along with (C) the thresholded lesion map in comparison to (D) gross
pathology.
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Figure 5-7: End-systolic strain distribution obtained in the canine LV after the formation of a
three-lesion line having small gaps between lesions. Cumulative end-systolic strain is shown (A)
before ablation and (B) 2 minutes after ablation, along with (C) the thresholded lesion map in
comparison to (D) gross pathology.

5.4

Discussion

In this paper, a strain-based method for characterizing the size and transmurality of ablation
lesions using an intracardiac echocardiography system was described which can be used during
interventional procedures in real-time. We have demonstrated that a local reduction in endsystolic strain is associated with the formation of an ablation lesion, thereby allowing for lesion
mapping to be performed within the ICE image. We have demonstrated that the region affected
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by a significant decrease in strain is well-correlated to both lesion volume and lesion
transmurality. Gross pathology with TTC staining of the excised lesion tissue was used to
calculate the actual lesion volume and transmurality and formed the basis of the gold standard
comparison in each case. We have also demonstrated the initial feasibility of detecting gaps in
lesion lines using our technique.
Strain estimated using ME can be used to provide a real-time mechanical characterization of the
target region of ablation procedures and the surrounding tissue. Before ablation, cardiac strain is
consistently positive throughout the septal and lateral walls, corresponding to the mechanical
contraction and thickening that occur throughout systole (Figure 5-3a). As can be seen from
Figures 5-2, 5-3, 5-6, and 5-7, cardiac strain exhibits significant, localized changes following
ablation, while remote regions remain relatively unchanged. In general, the center of the lesion
exhibits negative strain, while the surrounding tissue continues to exhibit positive strain. A
transition zone between the negative and positive strain is also noted, which may be related to
the gradient in thermal energy experienced by the tissue during ablation. The threshold of an 8%
strain reduction was based on the average lesion strain decrease estimated in order to objectively
quantify the lesion size. However, the proper selection of this threshold and its relationship to
lesion border zones, especially in the context of arrhythmia prevention, warrants further
investigation.

Using a diverging beam acquisition, we have achieved an imaging frame-rate of 600 Hz to
increase the precision of the 1-D strain estimation. However, as discussed in Chapter 4,
diverging beam acquisitions suffer a trade-off in spatial resolution, particularly in the lateral
direction130. In this study, strain estimation was performed in the axial direction only to avoid the
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inherently noisier estimations of lateral strain. Accordingly, the ICE views were intentionally
positioned so that the LV walls were approximately perpendicular to axial direction of the
ultrasound beam, allowing for lesion depth to be aligned with direction of axial strain estimation.
In this image configuration, axial strain is equivalent to the radial strain component of cardiac
contraction. However, the location of the lesions within the ultrasound image will likely be more
varied in the clinical setting. Thus, 2-D strain estimation may be warranted in order to compute
radial strain in clinical images where wall alignment is difficult to control. The use of 3-D
imaging would increase the field of view for lesion mapping and eliminate any alignment
ambiguities that exist as a result of the imaging plane; however, 3-D imaging requires a
specialized probe to collect volumetric data. Recently, we have demonstrated in vivo lesion
detection in 3-D using a transthoracic matrix array probe153. Intracardiac systems with matrix
array probes have also recently been developed to enable volumetric intracardiac imaging154,155.

Since the depths of the lesions in this study were aligned with the axial direction of the
ultrasound beam, lesion transmurality was well-correlated with gross pathology. In the clinical
setting, knowing the transmurality of a lesion is critical in order to achieve permanent arrhythmia
termination32. However, the resolution of the lesion detection in the transverse direction is also
important, especially in the context of identifying gaps in lesion lines. Methods such as coherent
spatial compounding could be used to increase resolution in the lateral direction while still
maintaining a high frame-rate130. Although the initial feasibility of detecting gaps was
demonstrated in this study, there was not sufficient data to precisely characterize the resolution
of ME in detecting gaps in the lateral direction. Future studies should aim to investigate the
lateral resolution of lesion detection using ME.
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The widespread use of echocardiography in interventional cardiology is in part related to its low
cost, ease of use, portability, and safety. Echocardiographic techniques to provide lesion
mapping capabilities have been the topic of several reports in the literature. Unlike radiation
force-based techniques, ME exploits the natural contraction of the myocardium place of a push
beam, rendering direct stiffness mapping more challenging since the tissue stress is unknown.
However, ME enjoys other advantages related to the absence of the push beam, namely depth
penetration and temporal resolution. Since ME is not limited by the penetration depth and
location of the acoustic push beam, it enables lesion mapping throughout the entire view of the
heart within a single cardiac cycle. Furthermore, the location of the lesion does not need to be
precisely known before imaging, as long as it is capable of being captured within the ICE view.
This may be especially important when imaging multiple lesions or lesion lines, as the
transmission settings and ICE view need not be adjusted depending on the location of the
ablation site within the image. The high temporal resolution achieved in this study (600 Hz) is
also sufficient enough to perform EWI analysis using the same data. The propagation of the
electromechanical wave may be disrupted by the induced lesion, with zero-crossing analysis
serving as a different technique to perform lesion mapping. Previous studies have indicated that
cardiac electrical conduction velocity is altered in ischemia156,157 and EWI has recently been used
to image electromechanical wave speed and to identify regions of infarct and corresponding
border zones158. Thus, there remain several possibilities for the inclusion of intracardiac EWI in
the realm of RF lesion mapping.
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5.5

Conclusion: Specific Aim 2

The results of this study support the use of Myocardial Elastography to monitor the formation
and assess the size of ablation lesions in vivo. As expected, the presence of an ablation lesion
within the myocardium leads to decreased end-systolic cumulative strain as assessed by ME.
Furthermore, this study has demonstrated that the size of the area affected by the reduction in
cumulative systolic strain is directly correlated to lesion size. Initial feasibility in lesion gap
identification was also demonstrated. Since ICE imaging already plays an important role in
conventional clinical practice during RF ablation procedures, use of imaging techniques such as
ME may serve to augment the role of ICE during ablation procedures and provide a means for
lesion visualization, currently absent from the standard of care. The lesion mapping capabilities
of ME may serve to increase the success rates of ablation procedures by allowing assessment of
the size, spacing, and depth of lesions in real-time during the procedure.
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Chapter 6
Electromechanical Wave Imaging for Monitoring of Cardiac
Resynchronization Therapy
6.1

Introduction

Heart failure (HF) affects more than 5 million Americans each year and is projected to cost the
U.S. healthcare system over $40 billion by 2020159. Cardiac resynchronization therapy (CRT) is
an established treatment for HF patients with left ventricular (LV) systolic dysfunction and QRS
prolongation, especially resulting from left bundle branch block (LBBB). Multiple large,
randomized clinical trials of HF patients have demonstrated that CRT may decrease mortality
and improve LV systolic function and patient quality of life38,39. However, there remains a large
subset of patients (30-40%) that are considered non-responders and do not derive significant
benefits from CRT following device implantation4,41. This rate of non-response is particularly
troublesome due to the high cost and invasiveness of the treatment, and in light of expanded
indications to a larger group of HF patients40,41.

Accordingly, research groups and clinicians have been highly motivated to uncover mechanisms
to increase the response rate of CRT. Recent research has introduced the idea of “patientspecific” optimization of CRT that aims to tailor the therapy to the condition of each individual
patient. Several studies have reported the utility of targeted LV lead placement, using the site of
latest electrical activation46–48 or a region that is remote from scar49. Other studies have shown
that the offset between LV and RV pacing can be optimized for the individual patient to improve
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hemodynamics and functional characteristics of the LV50,51. As pacing lead technology continues
to evolve, multi-site pacing of the LV may also be useful over the long-term to improve the rate
of response to CRT52.

The variety of approaches to address the problem of non-response to CRT highlights the
uncertainties regarding the exact physiological benefits of CRT. For instance, although the
concept of synchrony is central to CRT, it remains unclear whether intraventricular (within the
LV) or interventricular (LV-RV) synchrony provides the largest benefit to patients160,161.
Furthermore, assessment of dyssynchrony can be performed on the basis of either electrical or
mechanical parameters. Electrical measures of dyssynchrony obtained using the ECG are now
used to select patients for CRT, but their relationship to CRT response may be limited. QRS
duration (QRSd) provides only a general prediction of CRT response and clinical trials have
shown poor correlation between QRSd and outcome42. Mechanical dyssynchrony parameters
have shown promise in determining response in small observational studies, although large,
multi-center trials have failed to validate the predictive power of these approaches. The largest
prospective trial (PROSPECT) showed poor predictive value of several echocardiographic
parameters derived using tissue Doppler4. However, echocardiography still remains a favorable
imaging platform to assess HF due to its low cost, portability, and widespread integration in
clinical practice. Speckle-tracking echocardiography has been used to quantify dyssynchrony
associated with response to CRT43, although recent studies using speckle tracking dyssynchrony
measures to predict response to CRT have shown mixed results44,45.
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Figure 6-1: Comparison of the strain computed using EWI and traditional strain imaging
methods. EWI (blue) captures small inter-frame strains and can precisely identify the
strain zero-crossing in response to electromechanical activation (orange circle), while
traditional strain imaging (green) computes the global total strain and often relies on
time to peak strain (red circle).

Much of the previous research has ignored the fundamental relationship that exists between the
electrical and mechanical aspects of the heart. Because the heart functions as an
electromechanical pump—using electrical activation to induce mechanical contraction—it is
highly likely that some combination of these two factors is required to promote optimal therapy.
Although traditional imaging techniques tend to assess one side or the other, examination of the
coupling between the electrical and mechanical behaviors of the heart may provide useful
information. This relationship is reflected by the electromechanical wave, i.e., the depolarization
wave that initiates cardiac contraction162. Mapping of the electromechanical wave requires high
temporal resolution due to the short time course of this behavior (<50 ms). Conventional
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echocardiography operating at low frame-rates (<100 Hz) does not provide the required temporal
sampling to precisely capture the strain corresponding to the electromechanical wave, which can
occur in less than 50 ms (Figure 6-1).

Electromechanical wave imaging (EWI) is a non-invasive, ultrasound-based technique that uses
the transient initiation of myocardial strain to depict the electromechanical activation of the
heart102. EWI differs from conventional strain imaging in two major ways. First, EWI uses a
transmission sequence that allows for extremely high frame rates (up to 2000 Hz) to capture the
cardiac contraction at very small time increments (0.5 ms) in order to decrease motion-induced
artifacts that are known to corrupt the strain estimation. High frame-rate ultrasound has
consistently been shown to be of particular use in cardiac applications to capture the rapid
deformations experienced by the heart during contraction117,150. Secondly, EWI uses a strain
estimation technique based on cross-correlation of radiofrequency (RF) signals instead of
conventional B-mode block matching to improve the precision of strain estimation. RF-based
motion estimation also allows for the detection of extremely small displacements (on the order of
10 microns) that exist from frame-to-frame when imaging at extremely high frame-rates. Several
ultrasound-based research groups have reported the superiority of cross-correlation techniques
compared to B-mode-based speckle tracking, especially for small deformations108,123. The
detection of such small motion at such a high frame-rate allows EWI to map the rapid onset of
strain that occurs in response to electrical activation, i.e. the electromechanical wave (Figure 61).
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Previous studies have shown the initial feasibility of EWI in mapping the activation origins in
atrial tachyarrhythmia and ventricular pacing97,102. In this study, we use EWI as a novel
technique to characterize the electromechanical behavior in five healthy volunteers and 16 HF
patients that have been retrospectively identified as responders or non-responders. Differences
between the two response groups in native rhythm and with CRT pacing are quantified on the
basis of a parameter derived from ventricular EWI maps. The reproducibility of EWI is also
investigated in six patients using consecutive acquisitions of the same pacing protocol.

6.2

Methods

Using a protocol approved by the Columbia University Institutional Review Board, HF patients
with CRT devices were recruited for the study from November 2012 to November 2013 during
routinely scheduled device interrogations in the device clinic at New York Presbyterian Hospital.
Implantation of CRT devices was undertaken prior to the time of the study according to
ACCF/AHA standard guidelines163. The LV lead position was selected during the procedure on
the basis of coronary sinus anatomy and pacing threshold and was not guided by any electrical or
echocardiographic parameters. All patients were programmed for biventricular pacing. Inclusion
criteria for recruitment consisted of a diagnosis of LBBB or IVCD by 12-lead electrocardiogram
(ECG) with minimum QRSd of 130 ms, a sustainable underlying rhythm (non-pacemaker
dependent), and the absence of atrial fibrillation.

Among 24 recruited subjects, nine patients were excluded from the final analysis on the basis of
poor echocardiogram quality (n=3) and lack of response data (n=6), resulting in a study sample
of 16 HF patients (10 non-ischemic, 6 ischemic). CRT response was defined according to ≥5%
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increase in LV ejection fraction (LVEF) comparing pre- and post-implant clinically-acquired
echocardiograms (n=8). The mean time from CRT implant to EWI acquisition was 1216±977
days in responders compared to 1062±924 days in non-responders, which was found to be nonsignificant by two-tailed Student’s t-test (p=0.75). Finally, a second control group of five healthy
volunteers without CRT was also recruited. Baseline statistics of all subjects included in the final
analysis are listed in Table 6-1.

Table 6-1: Clinical characteristics of healthy subjects and HF patients involved in the study. *
indicates a significant change (p<0.01) in either QRSd or LVEF as a result of CRT by paired
Student’s t-test.

EWI acquisitions were obtained in patients by a trained echocardiographer in the standard apical
4-chamber view. CRT pacing settings were adjusted using telemetry, allowing for imaging of
several different pacing protocols for each patient. For all patients, acquisitions were obtained
during pre-programmed biventricular (BiV) pacing and during native rhythm with the CRT
device set to a sensing only mode.
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Ultrasound acquisitions were performed at a depth of 20 cm using a Verasonics V-1 system with
a P4-2 phased array probe (f0 = 2.5 MHz). A diverging beam was used to simultaneously
interrogate a full 90° field of view with a single transmit, allowing for extremely high framerates up to 2000 Hz102. The diverging beam acquisition lasted a full two seconds to ensure the
uninterrupted capture of a full cardiac cycle. RF signals were acquired throughout the entire
diverging beam sequence for each of the 64 individual transducer elements. Following the
diverging beam acquisition, a conventional, focused acquisition was performed for two seconds
at a framerate of 30 Hz, bringing the total acquisition length to four seconds. On-line
beamforming was used to reconstruct RF signals from the conventional sequence into high
quality B-mode images, which were solely used for visualization and segmentation purposes and
not used for any strain calculations. Recordings of Lead II in the standard 12-lead
electrocardiogram (ECG) were also obtained by the system in parallel with the ultrasound
acquisitions.

EWI processing of the ultrasound data was performed blinded to the CRT response status of each
patient in accordance with the methods outlined in Chapter 3.4. A delay-and-sum algorithm was
used offline to reconstruct the signals obtained with the diverging beam sequence into 64 RF
lines per frame at an axial sampling frequency of 20 MHz97. Using the ECG recordings, RF
frame sequences were truncated to a time window of 700 ms around the peak of the R-wave for
displacement estimation. A normalized cross-correlation algorithm (window size = 5.85 mm)
was used to estimate inter-frame axial displacements throughout the entire image
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. Axial

displacement estimates were obtained at an axial spacing of 0.36 mm and a lateral spacing of
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approximately 0.19 mm. Inter-frame strains were then estimated from the displacements using a
least square strain estimator with a window size of 7.83 mm111.

Previous EWI studies have used manual selection of the “zero-crossings” of inter-frame strain
signals to generate an electromechanical activation map97,102. The existence of a zero-crossing,
defined as a sharp transition from positive to negative strain, reflects myocardial shortening that
occurs in the walls of the heart in the apical 4-chamber view in response to electrical activation
(Figure 6-1). In this study, a robust algorithm was used to automatically identify and select the
zero-crossings corresponding to electromechanical activation for each point in the tissue.

Zero-crossings were initially selected by identifying the clear negative peaks of the inter-frame
strains over time and searching backwards in time to find the corresponding zero crossing.
“Clear” negative peaks were constrained to only include peaks associated with:
1. a negative magnitude ≥20% of the global minimum of the strain and
2. a negative first derivative ≥20% of the global maximum.
These criteria allowed for filtering of zero-crossings associated with progressive shortening that
are not indicative of electromechanical activation. For many strain signals, a single negative
peak existed and thus computation of the zero-crossing was relatively simple. However, some
strain signals exhibited more than one negative peak following the onset of the QRS complex. In
these instances, the algorithm searched the surrounding region for a strain signal containing a
single, clear peak and chose the zero-crossing closest in time. Once all zero-crossings had been
identified, the activation time of each zero-crossing was computed with respect to a reference
point, selected to be the time-point of the first deflection on the ECG following the P-wave, i.e.
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the onset of the QRS complex. Activation times were only computed within the ventricular tissue
as determined from segmentation. A spatial rendering of these activation times is referred to as
the EWI activation map.

A quantitative parameter, the lateral wall activation time (LWAT) was also calculated from the
activation maps by computing the mean activation time occurring in the LV lateral wall.
Selection of the LV lateral wall was manually performed on the basis of anatomical structures
observed on the B-mode images.

6.3

Results

Figure 6-2: Ventricular activation isochrones from healthy volunteers. Activation times
are mapped to the ECG displayed below the images (total time = 200 ms).

EWI ventricular activation maps for two healthy subjects in sinus rhythm are displayed in Figure
6-2. Early activation is designated in blue, while late activation is marked in red. The exact time
of activation with respect to the onset of the ECG is indicated by the color scale superimposed
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over each patient’s ECG tracing below the image. Ventricular electromechanical activation is
initiated at the mid-level of the interventricular septum before propagation to RV free wall and
LV lateral wall. Although slightly varying patterns of activation are observed between subjects,
activation of the LV lateral wall, septum, and RV free wall occurs nearly simultaneously during
the early portion of the QRS complex. Activation of the entire lateral wall progresses quickly,
and mean LWAT for healthy subjects was 61.1±24.0 ms.

Mean baseline LVEF in 8 responders was 18.9±7.3%, which increased significantly to
42.8±9.5% following CRT (p<0.01). In non-responders, mean LVEF decreased slightly from
25.7±7.2% to 20.0±6.7% after CRT, although this change was not significant (p>0.05).
Responders also exhibited a statistically significant reduction in QRSd as a result of CRT, while
non-responders again showed no significant change (Table 6-1).

Activation maps for representative HF patents in native rhythm are shown in Figure 6-3 (a-c) for
CRT responders and Figure 6-4 (a-c) for CRT non-responders. Early electromechanical
activation is again frequently observed in the mid-septal region. Early activation near the RV
apex also occurs in most patients. However, in all patients, electromechanical activation in the
LV lateral wall is delayed with varying levels of severity. The delay in LV lateral wall activation
in HF patients in native rhythm can be qualitatively observed in Figures 6-3 and 6-4 (a-c) and is
also reflected by the increased mean patient LWAT (113.2±25.2 ms) compared to healthy
subjects as shown in Figure 6-5. The difference in mean LWAT between all HF patients in
native rhythm and healthy controls was 52.1 ms, which was found to be statistically significant
(p<0.01).
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Figure 6-3: Ventricular activation isochrones from three HF patients identified as
responders to CRT. Isochrones are shown for native rhythm (a) and biventricular pacing (b).
Activation times are mapped to the ECG displayed below the images (total time = 200 ms).
Patient I has been diagnosed with ischemic cardiomyopathy while Patients II and III have
been diagnosed with non-ischemic cardiomyopathy.

Corresponding EWI isochrones for the same HF patients during biventricular pacing are also
shown in Figures 6-3 (d-f) and 6-4 (d-f). For all patients, the spatiotemporal sequence of LV
activation is markedly different compared to native rhythm. Differences are especially noted in
the LV lateral wall, where several patients exhibit significantly earlier activation sequences.
Mean LWAT was decreased by 29.5±40.9 ms in all HF patients during CRT (Figure 6-5),
although separation by treatment response yielded more significant differences. Patients in
Figure 6-3, which have been retrospectively identified as responders to CRT, qualitatively
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Figure 6-4: Ventricular activation isochrones from HF patients identified as non-responders to
CRT. Isochrones are shown for (a) native rhythm and (b) biventricular pacing. Activation times
are mapped to the ECG displayed below the images (total time = 200 ms). Patients I and II
have been diagnosed with ischemic cardiomyopathy while Patient III has been diagnosed
with non-ischemic cardiomyopathy.

showed more homogenous activation sequences and reduced delay in lateral wall activation in
response to CRT.

Responders experienced a corresponding mean reduction in LWAT of

56.4±28.9 ms (Figure 6-5), which was found to be statistically significant using a paired
comparison (p<0.01). Although non-responders also experienced changes in electromechanical
activation in response to CRT, the resulting activation was highly variable, especially in lateral
wall region. Non-responders still experienced largely delayed electromechanical activation even
with CRT pacing and as a whole exhibited very little change in LWAT (0.7±24.9 ms) compared
to native rhythm (Figure 6-5).
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Figure 6-5: Cumulative statistics of LWAT for all normal subjects (n=5) and HF patients
(n=15). HF patients have also been separated into responders (n=7) and non-responders
(n=8). * indicates p<0.01 by unpaired or paired Student’s t test where appropriate.

The reproducibility of EWI and the computed LWAT parameter was investigated in six patients
in biventricular pacing. Consecutive EWI acquisitions were obtained of each patient in the same
pacing protocol, allowing for two similar activation maps to be generated. Less than a minute of
elapsed time occurred between the consecutive acquisitions. Figure 6-6 depicts the intra-patient
variability of LWAT for all six patients where consecutive acquisitions were obtained. A high
correlation (r2=0.92) was obtained between the intra-patient LWAT computations for all six
patients.
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Figure 6-6: Bland-Altman plot of LWAT reproducibility for consecutive EWI acquisitions of
the same patient (n=6) in the same protocol.

6.4

Discussion

In this study, we demonstrate the feasibility of Electromechanical Wave Imaging in mapping the
electromechanical activation in HF patients and demonstrating the differences according to
response to CRT. A parameter derived from EWI activation maps, LWAT, was used to quantify
the local electromechanical behavior of the LV lateral wall and differentiate HF patients from
healthy controls and responders from non-responders to CRT.
In healthy subjects, EWI depicts relatively uniform activation of the ventricular tissue, including
both interventricular and intraventricular synchrony. In contrast, HF patients in native rhythm all
experienced significantly delayed activation in the lateral wall. Electromechanical activation
sequences for HF patients were also more variable compared to healthy subjects, especially in
the region of the LV lateral wall. In some cases, areas of early activation were located in close
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proximity to areas of late activation. This phenomenon has been observed in several previous
studies using contact and non-contact mapping techniques and is referred to in these studies as
“conduction block”46,164. Furthermore, the existence of ischemic or infarcted regions of tissue is
known to cause fractionated electrical signals and mechanical decoupling165, which may also
contribute to the discontinuous activation patterns observed in HF patients.

CRT pacing was shown by EWI to initiate a different electromechanical activation pattern within
the ventricular tissue of HF patients compared to their underlying rhythm. Indeed, it is clear from
Figures 6-3 and 6-4 that both the origins of activation and propagation pathways are changed in
CRT pacing for the same patient. In native rhythm, several HF patients exhibited activation
origins in the mid-septal region of the LV (Figure 6-2). However, with CRT pacing, activation
origins consistently appeared in the RV apex and in the LV lateral wall (Figure 6-3). Notably, the
locations of these early activated regions correlate well with the standard biventricular lead
locations used for CRT.

CRT pacing also induced different behavior in the lateral wall in responders compared to nonresponders. In responders, early activation of the lateral wall was widespread (Figure 6-3), while
non-responders showed only a small, contained area of early activation (Figure 6-4). EWI was
therefore capable of imaging the initiation of lateral wall contraction by the LV CRT lead, but
also indicated that this activation did not quickly propagate throughout the entirety of the lateral
wall in non-responders. The differences in lateral wall electromechanical activation between
responders and non-responders may help explain some of the factors that determine CRT
response. The results presented herein indicate that the regional electromechanical behavior of
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the cardiac tissue of each patient during CRT may be linked in some way to response. Indeed,
several publications have discussed the importance of regional myocardial electromechanics in
the context of CRT and have developed their own techniques to interpret this behavior47,166. This
idea aligns well with recent studies that have advocated for “patient-specific” optimization of
various aspects of CRT to increase the likelihood of response49,51,164,166.

Figure 6-7: Mean change in QRSd and LWAT within each patient as a result of CRT.

Clinical trials have failed to demonstrate a strong correlation between initial QRS duration and
CRT response, especially for QRSd < 150 ms42,167. Although ECG parameters including QRSd
remain important in the evaluation of HF and CRT, it may be of significant clinical benefit to
identify other methods for evaluation of cardiac electromechanics. Ultimately, the QRS duration
reflects the electrical behavior of both ventricles at a macroscopic level, which may not
sufficiently capture the cardiac excitation-contraction coupling as it pertains to CRT. The
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parameter investigated in this study (LWAT) is an electromechanical measurement localized to
the LV, which may be affected differently by tissue geometry, myocardial scar, and patterns of
electrical conduction compared to QRSd. In this study, QRSd was slightly increased in
responders compared to non-responders, as was LWAT. This observation is not surprising, since
it is generally accepted that patients with prolonged ventricular activation will benefit most from
CRT. Following CRT, responders exhibited significant reductions in both QRSd and LWAT;
however, the differences observed in LWAT were of greater magnitude compared to QRSd
(Figure 6-7). It is also of note that the standard deviations of the LWAT measurements are
increased compared to the QRSd measurements. As such, clinical use of an electromechanical
parameter such as LWAT and its correlation to QRSd requires further validation in a large
patient trial.

Cardiac strain has previously been used to assess dyssynchrony in HF patients with mixed
success43–45. However, these studies mainly used B-mode-based speckle tracking techniques to
map the heart on the basis of peak strain rather than the onset of strain. While peak strain may be
closely correlated to the mechanical behavior of the heart, the rapid onset of strain, i.e. the strain
“zero-crossing”, may better reflect the underlying electromechanical characteristics of the tissue
(Figure 6-1). As can be seen in Figure 6-1, this zero-crossing occurs very rapidly (<50 ms) and
would be extremely difficult to detect using low frame-rate imaging. By precisely identifying
electromechanical activation on the basis of the inter-frame zero-crossing, EWI is capable of
capturing and mapping the interaction between the electrical and mechanical aspects of the heart.
This approach stands to be especially useful in applications involving CRT, which by nature
affects both the electrical and the mechanical behavior of the heart.
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The reproducibility of results obtained using novel imaging techniques is always important,
especially for those involving clinical applications. Although EWI has previously been validated
using simulations and electrical mapping94,102, a small investigation into the reproducibility of
the LWAT parameter obtained from EWI in HF patients was performed in this study. As seen in
Figure 6-6, LWAT values are fairly consistent within the same patient. These results indicate that
EWI and its subsequent generation of LWAT can be used reliably to characterize the activation
sequence of HF patients with biventricular pacing.

It is important to note that this study primarily concerns confirming the existence of a response
rather than predicting the likelihood of a patient to respond to CRT. The demonstrated capability
for EWI in characterizing the electromechanical activation in HF and CRT pacing lends itself to
several clinical applications concerning HF diagnosis and CRT treatment planning/monitoring,
especially given the recent advancements in pacemaker technology. The ability of EWI to noninvasively identify regions of late activation may help guide implant procedures since EA
mapping is typically not performed for these procedures. Furthermore, as CRT pacing protocols
become more flexible with the introduction of multi-polar leads, EWI may assist clinicians in
optimizing the CRT device for each patient in real-time by imaging the electromechanical
response to various pacing settings.

Future investigations using EWI to study HF and CRT should include a prospective study design
to build off the retrospective study performed here. Currently, response to CRT is assessed
several months following device implantation to allow time for remodeling of the myocardium in
response to CRT. Although we have demonstrated that EWI is able to image the instantaneous
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change in electromechanical activation resulting from CRT, it is unclear if improvements in
electromechanical activation will be indicative of future improvements in mechanical indices of
function (such as LVEF and LVESV) or clinical composite score. Future investigations should
also aim to integrate additional image windows besides the apical 4-chamber view to allow for
more dense EWI mapping, particularly in the anterior and posterior walls of the heart. Additional
views may provide a more complete view of LV electromechanical activation and could expose
additional metrics for quantifications beyond the LWAT parameter computed here. Finally,
additional ECG recordings could help improve the selection of the origin of electrical activation,
since the earliest deflection from baseline may not be reflected in Lead II.

6.5

Conclusion: Specific Aim 3

The primary goal of this study was to demonstrate the utility of EWI in studying the
electromechanical activation of HF patients and the changes that accompany CRT. We have
shown that EWI can be used to map the ventricular electromechanics of both healthy and HF
patients and is capable of distinguishing between these two groups both quantitatively and
qualitatively. We have also reported the differences in activation that occur in response to CRT
for responders versus non-responders and that this information can be localized to the LV and
quantified. Finally, our parameter derived to quantify LV electromechanical behavior (LWAT)
was shown to be reproducible within the same patient, reinforcing the findings and trends
reported here.

However, the ability of clinicians to improve patient selection and outcomes after CRT is highly
relevant. This problem is fairly complex and has been the subject of extensive study in the past.
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Some previous studies have indicated that ultrasound-based parameters may be poor predictors
of response to CRT4,45. However, the parameters used in these studies were mostly computed
either using Doppler-based approaches, which inherently suffer from angle dependence, or
conventional ultrasound operating at low framerates (<100 Hz). The angle-independent, high
frame-rate technique of EWI can provide precise information at a much higher temporal
resolution. Considering the short activation time of cardiac tissue, a high frame-rate acquisition
is extremely important to capture the relevant motion, especially in pathologies such as heart
failure that give rise to non-homogenous activation sequences. Furthermore, EWI is able to
capture the local activation of strain (i.e. inter-frame strain zero-crossing), in contrast to
conventional, low frame-rate speckle tracking techniques that are limited to measurements of
time to peak strain. These unique characteristics of EWI make it highly promising as an
investigative tool for HF patients and CRT.
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Chapter 7
Summary of Work
The work presented in this dissertation has focused on the clinical translation of two high framerate

echocardiographic

strain

imaging

techniques—Myocardial

Elastography

and

Electromechanical Wave Imaging—using ultrasound beamforming and ultrasound image
processing techniques.
High motion estimation rate imaging leads to increased precision in axial strain estimation.
Using diverging waves, ultrasound imaging sequences have been designed to enable motion
estimation rates as high as 2000 Hz to perform 2-D cardiac strain estimation in vivo. However,
diverging wave acquisitions are accompanied by a tradeoff of a fairly poor speckle signature
which inhibits 2-D strain estimation. To improve the quality of the lateral strain estimation, the
acquisition sequence can be modified to include coherent spatial compounding at only a
moderate cost to framerate. An imaging sequence consisting of 5 compounded diverging waves
was used at 500 Hz to improve the quality of the radial strain estimated by Myocardial
Elastography in healthy subjects.

Myocardial Elastography was also implemented using an intracardiac echocardiography (ICE)
probe to monitor the formation of thermal ablation lesions in vivo. By imaging the changes in
total systolic axial strain, lesion maps were generated which demonstrated good correlation with
lesion volume and lesion transmurality as measured by gross pathology. Intracardiac Myocardial
Elastography was also used to identify the presence of gaps between neighboring ablation
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lesions, which could be used to help improve the success of ablation procedures for atrial
fibrillation.
An imaging sequence for Electromechanical Wave Imaging was used at 2000 Hz in a small
clinical study of 16 heart failure patients and 5 healthy subjects. In order to avoid the tedious
process of manual selection for zero-crossing detection, an automated method to detect the
electromechanical zero-crossing was implemented. Electromechniacal activation maps were
generated and used to compute a quantitative parameter, lateral wall activation time (LWAT),
which characterizes the electromechanical activation of the lateral wall of the left ventricle.
LWAT was found to be able to discriminate between healthy subjects and heart failure patients
and to image the clinical response of cardiac resynchronization therapy.
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